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Renée
Williams
Renée Williams, beloved enter—
tainer and member of the board of
Friends for Life (ATEAC), died of
complications of AIDSon March 6
at age 41. Renée was well—known to
Memphians for her creative stage pre—
sentations at local clubs and was fea— — |.
tured in an HBO documentary on
sex—change operations three years
ago. Renée worked tirelessly to raise
money for AIDS and her 40th birth—
day party last year raised over
$20,000. A memorial service was held
Mar.8 _>
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Memphis News
Bray Honored
p. 7
at Reunion Ball
RickBrayandBette(B.J.)Hefner known.
on many charitable events is well—
Lady A
werehonoredastheKingandQueen
p. 9
oftheReunion
Ballheldas
abenefit
Rick
Bray
for
two years has been
for the Memphis Gay and Lesbian president of Friends For Life
Memphis display of the NAMES CommunityCenterFeb. 29. Noone (ATEAC) and has been active in Gay
Leather Lines
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt will be venturedtosay who waswhich.
and Lesbian affairs through the now—
ceremonially unfolded at Rhodes
The two were honored for their defunct Memphis Gay Coalition. In
From Australia
Collge Mallory Gymnasium. The long service to the Gay andLesbian _ addition, he is serving as President on _
p. 11
Quilt will be on display through April Community.Thehonorwas madeto the state level of the National Orga—
6.
twopeople"withrecordsofconspicu—
nization for Women. He has been
Tickets for HEART STRINGS are ous service for the Gay and Lesbian active with Frontrunners ofMemphis,
Entertainment News
available through the Orpheum Box Community and who had notprevi— a Gay/Lesbian running club and is
office or Ticketmaster locations for ouslybeenrecognized."
currently active with Gay rodeo as—
p. 1415
$30 plus their convenience fees. VIP
B.J.
Hefner
is
one
of
the
charter
sociations.
tickets ($100 or $250) must be pur— members of the Mystic Krewe of
Hefner and Bray held court to over
chased through the Event in 3 Acts Aphrodite andhasbeen activeinthe two hundred revelers. Among those
Clinton Rated by
office (726—1708). VIP tickets in— Lesbian and Gay community for paying homage to the King and Queen
clude special seating and additional many years. She wasinstrumentalin were State Sen. Steve Cohen and State
Arkansas Gays
— perks. —
_stagingsomeofthekreweballsinthe|
Rep. Mark Flanagan.The MGLCC
nse. .0936
$250 tickets include heoandin— 70‘s. She is creditedwith having realizedover $2,000 on the event and
ner at Memphis Brooks Museum of helped shape Aphroditeas primarily is already planning this June‘s Gay/
Art on April 1 and tickets to the Cast aLesbian serviceclub and herwork Lesbian River Ride.
The Queering of the Green,
Party immediately following the

Hefner and

April 1992

HEART STRINGS, AIDS
Quilt To Highlight April
An art show, a Gala performance
ofHEART STRINGS, and a four—day
display of a portion of the AIDS Me—
morial Quilt will highlight the first
week in April as part ofAn Event in 3
Acts: HEART STRINGS, the AIDS
Memorial Quilt, and You.
An art show and sale titled Epi—
demic Proportions: Artists Respond
_ to AIDS will open March 28 and run
through April 4 at the Memphis Col—
lege of Art. Billed as an "overture" to
An Event in 3 Acts, 30% of the pro—
ceeds will be donated to the event.
S%,
ipril2,thetouring company —

ofHEARTSTRINGS will present a
black—tie optional performance of the
—— touring musical. Although similar in
concept to the 1989 production, the
show features 90% new music and show. $100 tickets include special
staging. The only numbers reprised seatings and Cast Party tickets.
from the 1989 show are Sometimes
The tour is being sponsored by the
When We Touch, sung by a local Design Industries Foundation for
Men‘s chorus especially put together AIDS and will benefit Friends For
for the show, and the "Trojan Horse" Life—HIV Resources and the Ameri—
number, a showstopper from 1989. can Red Cross HIV Education
On Friday, April 3 at 7:00 pm, the Project.

Friends for Life Unveils
New Logo
Friends ForLife—HIV Resources
is the new name for the Aid to End
AIDS Committee. The new name was
adopted by the Board of Directors in
February to emphasize the client ser—
vices the agency provides and the
scope of its efforts. A Friends For
Life volunteer suggested that a new
name might be easier to say and un—
derstand and give a positive empha—
sis to these services. A class project
at the Memphis College of Art re—
sulted in the new name and graduat—
ing senior Terry Griffin designed the
new logo.
The following is the mission state—
ment for Friends For Life: The mis—
sion of Friends For Life—HIV
Resources is to provide caring and
supportive services to people living
with HIV and AIDS, their
carepartners, lifepartners and families,
and to foster an environment in which
all people living with HIV and AIDS
may live with dignity. Friends For
Life seeks to provide relevant educa—
tional outreach to the community in
order to increase awareness and un—

FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
derstanding of HIV disease, and to
increase sensitivity toward those who
live with HIV and AIDS.
Friends For Life was founded as
the Aid to End AIDS.Committee in
1985 in response to the need for in—
formation about HIV and the need for
support and services for people liv—
ing with AIDS.
Friends For Life is co—sponsor of
An Event In 3 Acts—HEART
STRINGS, the AIDS Memorial Quilt,
and You along with the Memphis
Chapter of the American Red Cross.

Gays, Lesbians and St.
Martina Settles With
Companion, To Sue Lawyer
By Jean Pagel
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS (AP) — Court battles
in the legal arena aren‘t over for
Martina Navratilova, who is suing
_ her former lawyer for his advice on
a palimony pact.
The malpractice suit against
_ Jerry Loftin of Fort Worth, Texas,
is still pending even through
Navratilova and her former lover
settled their 10—month case Mar. 14.
Terms of the settlement with former
beauty queen Judy Nelson were not
disclosed.
Nelson, who lived wnh
Navratilova from 1984 until their
breakup last year, contended the
nine—time Wimbledon champion
broke a "non—marital cohabitation
agreement."
E
Loftin became Nelson‘s lawyer
in the suit seeking half
Navratilova‘s earnings during the
seven years the women lived to—
gether. Navratilova blamed Loftin
for not looking out for her interests.
On Mar. 14, Loftin said he was
glad the women settled their dis—
pute. He declined to comment on
his upcoming malpractice lawsuit.
Carol Birch, a lawyer for
Navratilova, said the settlement
helps clarify damage Navratilova
suffered.

Patrick‘s Day
p. 18

"What we‘re alleging is that but
for Loftin‘s conduct, she wouldn‘t
Tributes to Walt Whitman
have been in the situation she was
100 years
in, there wouldn‘t have been a law—
suit and she wouldn‘t have had to
p. 20
pay money to settle it," Birch said
Saturday.
Birch said she does not know
Plus Resources for
when the suit against Loftin is ex—
Memphis and Arkansas,
pected to be heard in court.
Navratilova said the expenses of
Personals,
battling Nelson finally forced her to
Calendar of Events, and
settle out of court.
"It‘s too costly, and now I can
Map of Gay/Lesbian
just get on with: everything,"
Memphis
Navratilova said. "The lawyers are
laughing all the way to the bank."
Lawyers on both sides disclosed
that Nelson will receive the that I have to pay."
couple‘s $1.3 million home at As—
"The history of this is that
pen, Colo.
Martina is sorry that she finds her— —
"They made a deal they can both self ii n this lawsuit and in this posi—

live with," said Gary DeShazo, an—
other Navratilova lawyer. "I think
it‘s OK. It‘s a case that should have
been resolved earlier . Nobody‘s
ecstatic over it."
In September, Navratxlova 35,
described Nelson, 45, as selfish and
vindictive after the end of their re—
lationship.
"Judy wants me to pay for the
pain I caused her in not wanting to
be with her anymore," she said.
""My crime here is stupidity, naivete
and not loving Judy any more. For

tion," Navratilova lawyer Barbara
Lynn said.
The settlement apparently clears
the way for Nelson to write a book
about her relationship with the ten—
nis star.
Navratilova said, "Apparently
it‘s only about our relationship and
that has been pretty well docu—
mented, so I don‘t know what there
could be of more interest to the gen—
eral public. But Judy feels the need
to talk aboutit, so I‘m not going to
stop her."

Talking About Ourselves
Although no one speaks to me
about my being Gay, apparently ev—
eryone knows. One co—worker came
Last month, I wrote about speak— to me to talk about his concerns about
ing out against groups, actions, and the AIDS virus. My closest friend at
— ideologies that purport to be Lesbian/ work, a Black man, found an affinity
Gay but that we as Gay/Lesbian with me, since we are both in a mi—
people should not embrace, support, nority. I bring the TJN to another co—
or even sanction as part of the Les— worker every month. And one
recently—hired young man, talked to
bian/Gay lifestyle.
This month, I‘d like to deal with me unabashedly about things thathe
talking about ourselves. I differenti— didn‘t understand.
Marvin, my Black friend, was the
ate this from being "out" because only
first
to talk to me aboutmy being Gay.
recently did I realize that, although I
was "out," I was not comfortable He helped me feel comfortable about
talking about myself. We tease one
about talking about myself.
Most people in the Memphis com— another. But he doesn‘t ask really
munity know that several years ago probing questions and we don‘t dis—
Allen and I did a very up close and cuss political issues. Once a customer
personal spread in the Memphis Com— asked him, "If I was Gay, why was I
mercial Appeal as one segment of a wearing a wedding ring?" I explained
four—part series on the Memphis Gay it to Marvin, and I assume he ex—
community. I‘ve spoken on radio and , plained it to her.
Ron is a disturbing, yet very re—
television about myself, my relation—
ship, and the Gay community. I‘m freshing change. I try very hard to be
politically aware, know how to be acceptable to him because I like him
politically correct, and know what the as a person, and I want him to like me
politically correct responses are. But, as a Gay person. (Okay, he‘s really
believe it or not, I‘m uncomfortable great—looking but I have no illusions
talking about myself with other about him.) I want him to think of
me as a person he likes who happens
people.
to
be Gay. He is obviously from a very
Several things happened after that
Commercial Appeal spread that religious background, but he is obvi—
changed my life, my outlook, and my ously also a man who thinks for him—
attitude. First, Allen went to work the self, asks questions, and makes his
day after the article appeared intend—
ing to keep a low profile. But circum—
stances worked against him. He had
to deal with almost every department
that day, and everywhere he went, he
Dear Editor: _
received praise and encouragement
I was pleased to see John Stilwell
for being so brave and so straight for—
ward. Second, I was prepared with the take the position that the Gay and
proper responses and braced for the Lesbian community must speak out
worst on the first day at work after against child sexual abuse and in par—
the article appeared—and no one said ticular such organizations as the North
anything. Third, the next day, a co— American Man—Boy Love Associa—
worker who was not there the first day tion. Those opposed to Civil Rights
spoke to me about the article and how for Lesbians and Gays have consis—
people at work had reacted and she tently used the argument that we mo—
was surprised that no one else had said lest children as an emotional appeal
anything to me at all. Finally, after all to oppose any actions taken to further
that, in my perception, nothing our fight for equal rights. While the
changed. All my anxieties, all my majority of child sexual abuse is per—
fears, all my concerns for the people petrated by individuals who do not
who were close to me—all was for identify as homosexual, the proven
naught. Nothing changed. At the best, facts of child sexual abuse do not stop
I hoped that people would talk to me these charges from being used to con—
aboutit, attitudes would change, and tinue oppressing Gays and Lesbians
I would have made a difference. None in the legislatures, the courts, and in
of that happened and, frankly, I was other battles such as that on the Mem—
phis State campus. While part of our
disappointed.
As time passed and events un— message in fighting for our rights is
folded, I became less public. In my tolerance, we cannot afford, and in
naiveté, I assumed that those people fact it is wrong, to extend this toler—
who worked with me at the time of ance and protection to individuals
the articles knew everything and who sexually abuse children.
Susan Mackenzie
chose not to speak about it. As new
Memphis
employees came on board, I assumed
they were ignorant of who or what I
was. Only recently did I realize that I Dear Editor:
John Stilwell‘s thought—provoking
was an item on the orientation tour—
"These are the rest rooms, this is the editorial, "Equal Rights, Not Special
break room, this is the general office, Rights," in the March 1992 issue of
this is the sales department, this is the the Triangle Journal News was right
shipping department, this is the ser— on target. Gay and Lesbian people, as
vice department. (Do you remember a group, must make it clear to the het—
John Stilwell, the calculator man? erosexual community that our hopes,
dreams, and yes, even our values are
He‘s Gay!)
very similar to theirs.
. We, as members of the Gay and
2—The Triangle Journal— April 1992
by John Stilwell
TJIN Co—editor

own decisions. Only once did he hit
me with the standard questions: "Do
you believe in God? Have you ac—
cepted Jesus Christ? And do you be—
lieve that if you die you will go to
heaven?"
Our first extended discussion was
about the issue of the MSU Gay Stu—
dents‘ petition. He saw the news story
but still didn‘t really understand what
it was all about. Don‘t laugh (and Ron,
I‘m not making fun of you, but you‘re
not Gay so you may not understand)
but I had to explain that they (the
~ MSU Gay Student Union) were not
petitioning to be able to hold hands
or kiss in public. They were just try—
ing to be protected against discrimi—
nation, to be recognized as a
legitimate group, and to be able to use
public space for their meetings. When
T explained that , Ron agreed with the
students. He brought up the issue of
Gay Scout leaders. We talked about
it but didn‘t have time to resolve the
issue between us. He was at least open
to discussion. I was anxious to explain
this issue to him and for the first time,
I didn‘t care who else might be lis—
tening to our conversation. With Ron,
I found a need to speak out. I found
someone who was open—minded, will—
ing to listen, and to make his own
decisions. I felt compelled to take
advantage of that opportunity.
Ron is the kind of person we need
to talk to about ourselves—sane, ra—

Lesbian community, have an obliga—
tion to help heterosexuals understand
that we are not deviants hiding in the
shadows only coming out to commit
heinous sexual acts. Most homosexu—
als are just as repulsed and angered
by sex crimes as heterosexuals. We
must stand in defense of homosexu—
als who are caught doing things that
are considered illegal only for homo—
sexuals, but legal for heterosexuals.
We must educate members of our
own Gay community and make them
see that by engaging in sexual activi—
ties in public places they are only pro—
longing misconceptions and
preconceived ideas.
We must make it clear that our
movement is seeking equal rights to
protect us from hatred and discrimi—
nation. Hatred and discrimination are
learned. Homosexuality is not.
David D. da Ponte
é
Memphis
Dear Editor:
We are writing to express ouropin—
ions of a service that was advertised
at Gay Expo last June and which has
since been listed in yourbusiness sec—
tion.
. We have placed our VCR‘s to be
repaired with Mr. Jimmy Hancock,
one last June and one later in the fall.
One Mr. Hancock repaired and re—
ceived payment for. However, it
broke again after one hour‘s use. He
picked it up for further repair to be
returned, by his estimates, within a
week. The other was never returned.
continued on page 6

tional, open—minded people who are
willing to listen—because those are
the kinds of people who will eventu—
ally help us achieve equal rights. We
have to take advantage of the oppor—
tunity whenever and wherever it pre—
sents itself. We have to erase the
misconceptions they have been taught
and demonstrate to them that we
Gays and Lesbians are really not dif—
ferent from them. We are not the de—
praved, immoral, monsters that
people have been told we are.
Demonstrators like Queer Nation
and ACT—UP are doing what they
think is best. Media watchers who
complain to producers about stereo—
typical portrayals of Gays and Lesbi—
ans on TV and in the movies are doing
what they think is best. The folks who
protest every Gayjoke are doing what
they think is best. I don‘t denigrate
their work, but I wonderif these sorts

of actions don‘t turn off or alienate
more people rather than changing
their minds about us. When we start
nit—picking every word or phrase, do. —
we trivialize our movement?
For my own part, I think we‘ll gain
more ground talking about ourselves
with the people we work with and
associate with on a daily basis. We
can end the prejudice and bigotry that
gets passed on from generation to
generation. We can gain allies in our
fight to achieve equal rights and pro—
tection under the law. Not everyone
wants to hear what we have to say.
Not everyone wants to listen. Not
everyone‘s mind can be changed
about us. But when you encounter that
person who is curious—really wants
to understand who you are—you‘ve
got to talk about yourself.
Ifwe don‘t tell them the truth about
ourselves, who will?

«Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 3811
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Letters to the Editor
The Triangle Journal News welcomes letters from
its readers. Letters should be as short as possible
and typed, if possible. All letters are subject to edit—
ing for clarity, spelling, punctuation, and grammar.
All letters must be signed, but names will be with—
held if requested. Anonymous letters will not be
published. Send your letters to The Triangle Journal
News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
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Anti—Gay Violence Up 31%

Jury Recommends
Life Sentence for

Last Year, Report Says

Killer of Gay Man

By Kim Mills
Associated Press Writer

Buchanan; insulting jokes by Sen.
Bob Kerrey, D—Neb., and David
PANAMA CITY, Fla. (AP) — A
Beckwith, Vice President Dan Florida jury has recommended life in
WASHINGTON (AP) — Anti— Quayle‘s press secretary; so—called prison for a 19—year—old Oklahoma
Gay violence surged 31% last year, traditional values groups making man who killed a man he had met at a —
nurtured by a climate in which Gays Gays out to be evil; and "destructive — club where the Oklahoman danced.
and Lesbians were vilified by govern— stereotyping" in such films as Silence
The jury rejected the death sen—
ment leaders, the right wing and en— — of the Lambs and Basic Instinet.
tence Mar. 6 for Thomas Glen
tertainment media, according to a
Physical assaults rose 15%, to 775; "Zippo" Badger of Oklahoma City.
survey by a Gay rights group.
police abuse increased 29%, to 146
CircuitJudge Judy Pittman set sen—
The National Gay and Lesbian incidents; and vandalism swelled tencing on the first—degree murder
Task Force Policy Institute said there 51%, to 125 occurrences, according conviction for Apr. 8. The jury‘s ad—
were 1,822 reported incidents ofanti— to the study. It said there were 8 anti— vice is not binding, but judges rarely
Gay violence in 1991 in New York, Gay murders, compared to 3 the year go against life recommendations.
San Francisco, Chicago, Boston and before.
Badger was arrested in June on a
Minneapolis—St. Paul. They ranged
The incidents were directed at burglary warrant and then told police
from verbal assaults and police abuse 2,117 individuals; 77% male, 21% he had killed Ronnie Rogers in
to arson and murder.
female, 1% transsexuals and 1% "un
Panama City Beach a month earlier.
That compares to 1,389 reported known." In addition, 88 Gay and Les—
He led police to the decomposed
incidents in the same cities in 1990, bian institutions were targeted, the body of Rogers, 21, of Panama City
the report says.
study found.
in a wooded area offadead—end street,
"Anti—Gay and Lesbian violence
The task force collected its statis— authorities said.
continues to be a widespread and criti— tics from Gay service organizations
Badger was a dancer at a Gay club
cal problem, provoked by official in each metropolitan area. Broken and had met the victim there, said
Gay—bashing in politics and popular down, they found: New York had 592 Assistant State Attorney Steve Mead—
culture," said Kevin Berrill, director incidents in 1991, up 17% from 1990; ows.
of the institute‘s Anti—Violence San Francisco, 473, up 11%; Boston,
The pair left the club and drove to
Project and author ofthe report. "Each 209, up 42%; Chicago, 210, up 6%; the wooded area where Rogers was
attack sends a message of hatred and and Minneapolis—St. Paul, 338, up strangled, stabbed and robbed May 4,
terror intended to silence and render 202%.
Meadows said. —
invisible not only the victim but all
Police departments in Boston and
Gay people."
New York reported decreases in anti—
The report complained about what Gay crimes last year of21% and 14%,
it termed anti—Gay remarks by Repub— respectively.
lican presidential hopeful Patrick

Attorney General Says No State Funds

K. A. Moss, M.S.
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defined sexual misconduct to include
homosexuality, anal intercourse, and
cunnilingus.
He also said that under federal
court rulings, "a distinction must nec—
essarily be made between things that
an organization may advocate con—
cerning changes in the law as opposed
to advocating the actual breaking of
existing laws."
Aubum spokesman Bob Lowry
said administrators had not seen the
advisory opinion and could not com—
ment on it until university lawyers
review it.
Barry Burkhart, faculty adviser for
the Aubumn association, said the at—
torney general had used his advisory
opinion "to pander to hate."
But he said, ‘"The effect of the ad—
visory opinion is to have no effect.
There has been no occasion where the
Gay and Lesbian Association has ad—
vocated breaking the law."
He said the Auburn administration —

has essentially closed the matter, but
politicians keep using it for public

lifestyle, an attorney charges.
Attorney Jeffrey Wood was re—

Shirley Webb, acting director of
the UNF Women‘s Center, said such

54 S. COOPER
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104

posturing.

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
The
Gay
and Lesbian —
The Alabama state attorney general‘s
association‘s formal recognition by
office responded to the Auburn Uni—
the university allows itto meet in a —
versity homosexuality controversy by
campus building, but it has not re—
ruling a homosexual group can‘t use
ceived student activity fees like a simi—
state buildings or funds to promote
lar group at the University of
illegal deviate sex.
Alabama.
But the faculty adviser to the Au—
State Rep. PerryHoopa' one ofsev—
burn Gay and Lesbian Association
eral legislators who have been critical
said the advisory opinion from Attor—
ofthe Auburn administration, requested
ney General Jimmy Evans‘ office
the advisory opinion from Evans.
should have no effect on the group.
Hooper, R—Montgomery, said he
Evans‘ office issued the advisory
was pleased withthe answer. "The
1992 Alaska Cruise
opinion Mar. 19 in response to legis—
bottom line is we need to protect our
Great Space Available
lators concerned about Auburn ad—
children and students from the most
ministrators giving formal recognition
deadly of diseases — AIDS. ... I say,
Call Sherman C. Perkins at 525—5302
to the Auburn Gay and Lesbian As—
can anything destroy the possibility
sociation. The administration took the
of happiness for a young person more
Great
action over objections of the Auburn
than turning him or her away from
American
Student Government Association and
traditional marriage and family life to
alumni groups.
Cruises, Inc.
atinbe)
the dismal sewers of sodomy and Les—
"It is our opinion that an organi—
bianism?"
52
N.
Second
Street
«
Downtown
Memphis
zation that professes to be comprised
of homosexuals and/or Lesbians may
films are shown each year as part of this would be to promote Lesbianism
not receive state funding or use state— Showing of Lesbian Films
the Women‘s History Month on cam— as a way of life," Wood said. .
supported facilities to foster or pro—
pus
and at the request of students.
Ms. Copeland had collected 200
Draws Opposition
mote those illegal, sexually deviate
But
Wood
said
Ms.
Copeland
signatures
of those opposed to show—
activities defined in the sodomy and
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) — tained by UNF student Kelley questions the relevance of the films ing the films.
sexual misconduct laws ... ofthe Code Two films about Lesbians to be
Copeland, who opposes showing the to women‘s history and whether pub—
Ms. Webb said they had gotten
of Alabama," wrote Jim Solomon, shown at the University of North
documentaries Out ofSuburbia: The lic money should be used to promote nearly 50 calls from people who sup—
chief of the opinions division in Florida during Women‘s History
Stories of Eleven Lesbians and 17 what he called an abnormal lifestyle. port showing the films. A petition on
Evans‘ office.
3
Month are not relevant to women‘s Rooms (or What Do Lesbians Do in
"It doesn‘t celebrate any history. behalfof the films also was being cir—
Solomon said court cases have history and promote an abnormal
Bed?
There are many more critical issues culated.
f
4—The Triangle Journal— April 1992

facing women than Lesbianism. ...
The only purpose of something like

18.

The films were to be shown March

Wedding Notices Go Gay
By Al Patrick
Philadelphia Gay News
Staff Writer

"If it isn‘t recognized as a legal
union we don‘t recognize it," said
Virginia Rodriguez, a spokeswoman
for The Post. "We have met with
members of the Gay community here
and we are taking it under advise—
ment."
%
Dick Cooper, editor of the Main
Line Neighbors supplement, said that
there was a month—long discussion
about running the announcement, but
that the paper now has in place the
necessary format to run any future an—
nouncements by Gays and Lesbians.
"This is the Inquirer‘s attempt to
conform with modern society," said
Cooper. "We are a service. This sec—
tion serves as a record for people in
the area."
&
Rita Addessa, executive director of
the Philadelphia Lesbian and Gay
Task Force, has met several times
with the editorial staffat The Inquirer
over the past few years.
The Task Force has submitted pro—
posals on how to increase their news
coverage of Gays and Lesbians, sug—
gested various news and feature sto—
ries, and urged the Inquirer to
acknowledge Gays and Lesbians in —
their hiring policies and insurance
coverage.
"I‘m delighted at the announce—
ment and their recent increased cov—
erage of Gays and Lesbians," said
Addessa. "Education is a long and
grueling process. But sometimes it
pays off."
Lovelady and Allen metfive years b

PHILADELPHIA—If you read
The Philadelphia Inquirer on Mar. 8
you would have noticed that Jennifer
married Jason, Donna married James
and Steph married Beth.
Just for the record that‘s girl—boy,
girl—boy, girl—girl.
For the first time The Philadelphia
92 N. Avalon
272—1525
Inquirer has published an announce—
ment of a same—sex union. The an—
Memphis‘ Premier Showbar
nouncement appeared in the Main
Line Neighbors section ofSunday Us
. Inquirer.
"At this point there are very few
places where there is a legal option
(of marriage) for Gays and Lesbians
The Finest
—
that heterosexuals have," said Jim
Naughton, the Inquirer‘s executive —
editor. "Why should we make a dis—
tinction?"
The two Lesbians, Steph Lovelady
Female
and Beth Allen, held their life—com—
mitment ceremony on Jan. 11 at their
home in Washington. Lovelady grew
up in Bala Cynwyd, Pa. and is the
daughter of the Inquirer‘s Managing
Impersonation
© Editor Stephen Lovelady.
With the publication of the
Lovelady—Allen announcement, The
Inquirer joins only a handfulof other
daily newspapers in the U.S. which pub—
& Hot Dance Music
lish same—sex union announcements.
Allen said that they had ap—
_proachedThe Washington Post about
_ running a similar announcement but
were turned down. She said The Post ago as students at Oberlin College.
— told her there was a policy against
They both received their master‘s de— D.C. Counci
ACLU Seeks
l Approves
such listings.
grees from the University of Iowa.
A spokeswomen for The Post said Allen works as a research assistant
Overturn of
at
that it is a long—standing policy at the the ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher ‘Domestic Partners‘ Bill
paper not to print marriage or engage— _ Education. Lovelady is a literary
Same—Sex —
§
WASHINGTON (AP) — New jected to the idea,
ment announcements for Gays and translator.
fearing it was an
Marriage Ban
city legislation giving legal recog— attempt to sanctio
Lesbians.
n Gay marriages.
nition to unmarried people who are — But supporters
argued it also would
HONOLULU (AP) — The
living together, including homo— apply to heteros
exual couples.
Men Who Threatened
Americ
sexual couples, now goes before
an Civil Liberties Union has
"The council is acknowledging
Congress for its approval.
the diversity in the city," said Emnest filed a "friend of the court" brief in
Gay/Lesbian Group
support of three couples who are chal—
The law, approved Mar. 3 by the Hopkins, a Washin
gton Gay—rights
Won‘t Be Prosecuted
lenging the state‘s ban on same—sex
District of Columbia Council, activist.
=
would make the district one of the
Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly also marriages.
few cities in the nation to recognize supported the bill.
Circuit Judge Robert Klein last
CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP) —The Benton County district attor—
Kelly has been
September dismissed the couples‘
"domestic partners." San Francisco criticized by some
ney says he will not prosecute three men charged with making
Gay activists for
and Seattle have similar laws.
threatening phone calls to a local Gay and Lesbian advocacy
_ allowing city lawyers to oppose the lawsuit, saying homosexual marriage
is not a fundamental right under the
Bills dealing with protecting Gay legal efforts of two
group.
Washington
rights have sparked serious con— men who want
Peter F. Sandrock Jr. said Mar. 12 that charges were dropped
to marry each other. — state constitution.
gressional debate in the past.
The three couples said the state‘s
against Edward J. Warren and Scott L. Jacobson, both 24, and
The bill defines "domestic part—
denial of marriage licenses to them
Mindy Daniels, president ofthe ners" as any unmarr
Robert F. Thayer, 28.
ied couple liv—
violates their rights to privacy, due
Gay and Lesbian Activities Alli— ing together. Each
Sandrock said the men were linked to two of the 27 messages
member of the
process, and equal protection of law
ance, said she was optimistic about partnership must
left on an answering machine belonging to the group After 8. But
be at least 18 years
the bill‘s chances in the House and old.
he said the content of the two messages did not meet the legal
under the state Constitution.
ACLU staff attorney Carl Varady
Senate.
.
definition of harassment or intimidation.
The measure does not say how
said the Supreme Court is being asked
"I would think Capitol Hill has long a couple must
The most threatening of the 27 calls were received in mid—
live together to
to reverse Klein‘s dismissal of the
a lot more to worry about than the qualify as partner
January but the men arrested made their calls on Feb. 10, Sandrock
s.
people in the district just trying to
said.
Under the bill, city employees case because he did not permit the
parties to present any evidence in sup—
get more access to health care," would be granted
Unlike the earlier calls, which contained many specific, graphic
sick leave or an—
Daniels said.
port
of their case.
threats of violence against the group and homosexuals in gen—
nual leave to care for an ill partner,
The three couples should have
The measure, introduced last as well as funeral leave.
eral, the calls made by the three men were insulting, but not threat—
year by Council Chairman John
ening, Sandrock said.
"We are simply dealing with the been allowed to present evidence in
support of their position, he said.
Wilson, allows partners to register reality of living
Nevertheless, the men probably could have been prosecuted
situations in the
with the city as couples and gives city," Counci
Varady said Gays and Lesbians are
under Oregon‘s telephone harassment law if a message warning
lman Jim Nathanson
entitled to the same rights as other
D.C. government employees new said.
them of the law had been left on the answering machine.
Jean Smith, a lawyer for After 8, praised Sandrock and
medical leave benefits.
"It‘s fair for some people to say minority groups.
"The prohibition of Lesbian and
It also would provide tax incen— that those situati
Corvallis police for the way the investigation was handled.
ons should not be
Gay marriage is analogous to regres—
tives for private employers who occurring for whatev
"But I think the fact that people have to tolerate annoying and
er reason, but
sive and discriminatory law that, un—
agree to insure partners and require the fact is they
insulting calls like this shows that there is a gap in the criminal
are, and we should
hospitals to give partners the same recognize it," he
til
the 1960s, prohibited interracia
justice system," Smith added.
said. "This should
visiting rights as spouses.
marriage," he said.
%
hardly offend anybody."
Several religious groups ob—
_ 5—The Triangle Journal— April 1992
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Washington State
Legislature Battles Over
Hate—Crimes Revision
sexuals and toughen language against
cross—burning.
Both House and Senate versions
would revise a section of the existing
OLYMPIA (AP) — An amended
law that makes cross burning a form
hate—crimes measure won Senate pas—
ofmalicious harassment. Recent court
sage Mar. 6, assuring a fight with the
rulings have said the law infringes on
House over the Senate‘s failure to
freedom of expression.
punish Gay—bashers and toughen lan—
The House revisions says cross—
guage against cross—burning. |
burning is "prima facie evidence" of
The Senate, by a vote of46—2, sent
malicious harassment. The Senate
HB1037 back to the House with little
settled on softer language, saying
comment.
cross—burning holds a "rebuttable pre—
Senate Law and Justice Chairman
sumption" ofa violation, meaning one
Gary Nelson said the bill as amended
could more easily argue that a cross—
in his committee would give law en—
burning was not aimed at a class of
forcement an "effective tool" to pros—
people.
ecute cross—burners, who have been
The Senate contends its language
active in recent years against Black
will survive a First Amendment chal—
residents in Washington.
lenge while the House language will
But Rep. Jesse Wineberry, D—Se—
not.
attle and one of two Black legislators,
Meanwhile, the Senate version, in
said the Senate‘s version "really
a move unsolicited by any women‘s
makes me wonder how strongly the
group this year, includes a provision
Republican Party is committed to
to include "gender" but not sexual
doing something about escalation of
orientation — as a protected class
racism and bigotry in this state."
against hate crimes.
Senate leaders said, as they have
Anderson said that section may be
in the past, that they will never pass a
removed depending on whether pros—
measure granting special protections
ecutors and others tell him the pro—
to homosexuals.
tections may apply to an "overly
Washington‘s hate—crimes law
broad" class of people.
bars malicious harassment against
Lonnie Johns—Brown, a lobbyist
people based on race, religion, nation—
for the National Organization for
ality or disability. Violation ofthe stat—
Women, said the measure would be
ute is a Class C felony punishable by
one more protection for women who
up to five years in prison and a
— suffer attack because ofhatred toward
$10,000 fine.
their sex, but that her group will not
House sponsor Cal Anderson, D—
fight for the section.
Seattle, said the bill would go to a con—
"Attacks against women because
ference committee, where he and
of their sex do happen," Anderson
others will work to restore a House
said.
provision that would protect homo—
By Hal Spencer
Associated Press Writer

Russian River
May Turn Into
Family Resort —
GUERNEVILLE,
Calif.to(AP)
— An investor
negotiating tobuy
Fife‘sresortsays
he
wants
turntheGay
lodgeintoafamilyresort.
Russian than
River—area
investortopurchaseFife‘s,
Samuel Northernfrequentedforade—
Jr. said he has of—
feredmore
$1.5
million
cadeby
Gaysattractedto
theriversidecabins andiswaning,citingade—
lodge.
Northern
saidthepopularityofGayresorts
crease in annual revenue at Fife‘s from $3 million ten years ago to
opposestheconver—
sionHowever,theriver‘sGay
to afamilyresort,deniescommunity,
thecontentionwhichthatGayresorts
are not
"We are doing a great business and it‘s wintertime and its off—
season,"saidJohnEngel,generalmanageroftheRainbowCattleCo.,
"IPariser,generalmanager
believe Gay business in atFife‘s.
Guerneville"There‘s
is on enough
the upswing,"
said
Eric
businessto
re—starttheGay
andLesbian
Businessmembers,
Association."
The association,
with about40
had its second meeting
wasputupforsaleafter
in _Fife‘s
1990. The
resortis listed at$1.6ownerPeterPenderdied
million, down from a highofAIDS
of$2 f

—Fife‘s at

about half a million now.

economically feasible.

a Gay bar.

recently.

million.
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Clinic Probably
Discriminated
Against Lesbian
MASSAGE
MADISON,
Wis. (AP) —dis—A
DISCOVER
Madison
health
clinicprobably
criminatedagainstaLesbian
when
it
THE JOY OF TOUCH
canceled
her
appointment
regarding
artificial
an investiga—
GENTLE, RELAXING,
torCommission
for theinsemination,
citysays.Equal Opportunities
TOTAL BODY MASSAGE
Mary
Pierce
said
the
Roley,
Guaranteed Rejuvenation For
Anderson
and
Torhorst
Clinic
prob—
ably
brokelawsMadison‘s
anti—discrimi—
The Body and Mind.
nation
by
canceling
Stacie
Neldaughter‘sNov.
21 appointment.
Ms.Neldaughter,whowasdenied
a52—1875 Tom Pitman
artificial
insemination
by
University
By
Massage Therapist
ofWisconsinHospitallastyear,filed
Appointment
acomplaintagainsttheclinicwiththe
commission.
|_
Ms.
Pierce
saidafterinterviewing
Ms. Neldaughter
and severalprobably
health
care
workers
thattheclinic
discriminatedon theagainst
Ms. [EES CARPET CARK
Neldaughter
basis
of
sexual
orientation.
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning
Ms.
Neldaughter,
a
28—year—old
nurse,saidshewassatisfiedwithMs.
Pierce‘s
finding and hopes the clinic
+ Steam Clean
Furniture Moved
willchangeitspoliciesandattitudes.
+ Pretreat
Stain
Removal
"It‘snotjustamatterofgettingin
+
Deodorizer
Rust
Removal
foranappointment,"Ms.Neldaughter
+ Disinfectant
Pet Odor Control
said.
"Discrimination
goes
much
deeperthan
that."
Ms.should
Neldaughter
believes
the
clinic
educate
its
doctors
and
staff
tomenbe more
sensitivetoshe homo—
Carpetauaro
sexual
andLesbians,
said.
Residential and Commercial
"Iwanttherighttogointhereand
getcialinsemination),"shesaid.Shealso
the information (regarding artifi— LEE WATSON 24Hour Service <_ 327—61650
Owner
FREE ESTIMATES
wants
the
visit,
which
is
no
longer
coveredby
herinsurance, to be paid
forbyOfficials
theclinic.
at James
the clinic,
whichde—is
headed
by
Dr.
Torhorst,
clinedButinalettertotheEOC,Torhorst
tocommentMar. 16.
Why build up
arguedthattheclinicwasnotsubject
equity for
tocausethe itis
anti—discrimination
laws
be—
someone else? —
composed of the private
~ offices
ofindependentphysicians.
OWN YOUR
Theeachdoctors
do notwhether
discriminate,
but
one
decides
a
pa—
OWN HOME!
tient
is psychologically capable of
dealingwiththeemotionalprocedure
"Your personal
ofwrote.artificial insemination, Torhorst
real estate needs
The clinicbecause
sometimes
cancels ap— —
pointments
ofinappropriate
are my greatest
requests
forservice,Torhorstwrote.
HesaidinearlierletterstotheEOC
concern."
that
he canceled
Ms. sheNeldaughter‘s
appointment
because
threatened
todo sueas shedesired.
the clinic if its doctors didn‘t
Bill Malone — 761—2824
Butstatementtoa
Ms. Neldaughter
considered
her
Group
Health
Co—
operative
employee
to
be
confiden—
tial,
Ms.forPierce
found,the and
not continued from page 2
grounds
canceling
appoint—
We have been in touch with Mr. businesses and will continue to sup—
ment.Ms.Neldaughtersaidshehopesto Hancock
repeatedly asking for both port others.
VCR‘s to be returned. Repeated re—
meet
with
representatives
of
the
quests have led to multiple promises
§
Jimmy Gray
Torhorstclinic
to
settlethe
case.
Ifa
for specific days, yet they have never
Diane and Jerry Woodberry
settlementcannotbereached,thenthe
been returned.
Memphis
EOCwillhaveahearingonthecom—
We feel the need to let other read—
plaint.
ers know ofthis situation even though
we try to support out community‘s

Tsarus to Celebrate 15th
Anniversary in April
Tsarus, Memphis‘ oldest
Leather/Levi club, will celebrate
its 15th anniversary in April. Its
annual AIDA run has been moved
to April for the occasion and will
take place on private property in
rural Tennessee April 24—26.
This is an outdoor run with
showers, meals and bunkhouse

provided, but most participants
prefer to camp out. An award is
given for the best campsite. Many
friendships are renewed and be—
gun, games, bike events many
meals and parties complete the
weekend. Information is available
at the Pipeline or through any
Tsarus member.

Bowlers Score In
Submitted by Ron Shelton
Memphis was well represented
at the Oth Bluegrass Bowling Clas—
sic in Louisville, KY. Several
members of the Brothers and Sis—

Louisville

ters Bowling League traveled to
Kentucky to participate.
Out of 250 bowlers participat—
ing Andy Cain came in 10th in
Singles and Mike Reed 27th. Mike
Reed and Terry Cobb came in first

in Doubles, and the same two tied
for 5th in all events.
For information about next
season‘s teams and location write
Brothers and Sisters Bowling
League, 1161 poplar Ave. # 15,
Memphis, TN, 38105, or ask
bowlers at your favorite night spot.

Vonna Becomes First
"Queen of Memphis"
Simply Vonna was crowned the
first Queen ofMemphis at the first
annual pageant on February 26.
The pageant is significant in that
only current pageant winners or
alternates were eligible.
Six contestants hotly competed
for the new title. Vonna won, with
Monique placing first alternate and
Sofonda Peters placing second al—
temate.
It is seldom recognized that
pageant competition can be a seri—

ous and expensive business. Com—
petition for a title can be fierce
whether there is significant mate— _
rial gain or not. Costumes may cost
several hundred dollars and no less
than four are usually required for
any pageant. Talent competition
becomes much more elaborate
than regular weekly shows, fre— _
quently becoming a production
with multiple characters. The pag—
eant, sponsored by Reflections,
played to a capacity crowd.

Summit 1992—Alliance
—Club‘s Premiere Run
by Bobby Biggs

at 9 pm.
Saturday morning will see (if you
The year of 1991 saw history be— can) an eye—opener cocktail party with
ing made in more ways than one can
continental breakfast at the hospital—
imagine. The world saw the Berlin ity suite in the hotel. Saturday after—
wall come down as well as the USSR
noon lunch will be served at one of
. dissolve into independent countries.
Memphis‘ finest men‘s bars with
Memphis saw history in its own people and verandaevents. Here is
yard—the birth of two new clubs. In where the Enduro event will end up.
1991, Memphis Levi Leather Alliance Then, later, back to the hotel for din—
— was formed as well as the Riverboat ner in the convention center (sorry,
Gamblers Cycle Club. To this cash bar).
reporter‘s knowledge those were the
After dinner it‘s back to the bar for
only new ones in 1991. So, yes, some our Leather Fantasy show. We feel it
people can say that 1991 was a very will be an interesting as well as enter—
good year.
taining show. The cast will consist of
On June 8, 1991 Memphis Levi not only members of Alliance but also
Leather Alliance had their Grand some titleholders past and present.
Unveiling at the Pipeline amidst
On both Friday and Saturday
friends of the leather community as nights at the hotel there will be after—
well as GDI‘s in Memphis and sur— hours parties that may become festive.
rounding areas. The following week _
During the weekend, until the
Alliance went to Milwaukee to attend after—hours cocktail party on Saturday
the Oberons run. Alliance came home night, there will be a Dice Derby
with 2nd place club participation. (similar to a poker run).
Later in 1991 Alliance attended AIDA
Sunday morming there will be a
and was awarded 1st place in club par— wonderful breakfast buffet in the
ticipation. Then on to St. Louis for the hotel‘s convention center. Awards and
Gateway Show Me run where Alli— recognitions will follow the breakfast.
ance won 2nd place people events. Then, farewells and check outs.
Yes, to Alliance, 1991 was a great
For information about the run or
year.
if your organization wishes to do a
This year, in May, Memphis Levi cocktail party, call Bobby and Dutch
Leather Alliance will be celebrating at 386—8625 after 6 pm or Chuck at
its first anniversary. SUMMIT 1992 682—9928.
will commence on Friday, May 15,
Run applications may be obtained
and run until Sunday, May 17. Reg— from several Gay establishments in
istration begins on Friday at The the Memphis area or by calling the
Coach House Hotel and Convention numbers above.
Center at 4 pm with refreshments in
So please makes plans to attend
the hospitality suite. Friday night there SUMMIT 1992, May 15—17, 1992.
will be a club night at 10 pm. The bar We promise you a good time.
where the club night will be held
See you there!!!!
f
is where registration will be moved

presents

Every Thursday Night —
Showtime 11:00 pm
Beer Bust
No Cover Charge

Also SPECIAL
Sunday Nights
Showtime 9:00 pm
Beer Bust
No Cover Charge

Also Starring
Lee Ann Alexander
Beverly Hills
Shannon Lee
Alexis Spalding
and
Special Guests
D.J.

Lee Hill

Bartenders

Lisa and Grace
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Tuesday
NO Cover Charge
$2.00 Optional Beer Bust 8:00—11:00 PM
Bar Tab Girls Showtime 10:00 PM

Wednesday through Friday
Beer Bust 8:00 PM—12:00 PM
Showtime 11:30 PM
Saturday
;
Dance Night
First Drink of Your Choice till 12:00 M
Sunday
Our Famous Super Sunday Madness Beer Bust 8:00 PM—12:00 M
Showtime 11:30 PM
Thursday, April 16
_
:
Warm Up and Trial Run
Vanessa Vogue Look—A—Like Contest 11:30 PM
Wednesday, April 22
Vanessa Vogue Look—A—Like Contest
Cash, Prizes & Trophy
See Kirby for details
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In The Heat Of The Season
We hope you will excuse us if lunch noon; contest afterwards at are professionals. We know the
we are a little droopy this month. Rumples, doors open at 3 pm, three winners quite well and need
We wish to thank again everyone event scheduled to begin at 3:30; not have seen to have known they
who attended and supported the dinner at 6 pm; Alliance cocktail were fabulous. It was unique in
Reunion Ball. We made over party 8pm honoring the winners. these parts to have only titlehold—
$2,000 for the Community Cen— Party down the rest ofthe evening.
ers (there‘s that word again) and
ter, made dozens of new friends Surprises
are promised alternates eligible to enter. There—
and did something out of the ordi—
fore, the winner can be considered
nary for a change. Congratulations
definitely the creme de la creme.
‘to Rick Bray and Bette Hefner, our
Go for it, Vonna!
surprise royalty (you figure out
One of the reasons that some
who was king and who was
things get writ and some don‘t is
queen), Matt Presley who was
that feeble minds like ours are pro—
honoured for his contribution, and
vided incertain cases with tick—
Kris Hanley who was commended
lish little notes to remind us. That
after the fact for his many previ—
is why we happen to know about
ous contributions (he created the
the 9th Bluegrass Bowling Clas—
jewels for the royalty and our—
sic in Louisville, KY. Memphis
selves). It had been planned to give throughout.
The was well represented: Andy Cain
Phyllis Newsome something nice Pipeline‘s Sun. afternoon buffet came in 10th in Singles and Mike
for her many years of ball designs will be extra special.
Reed 27th. Mike Reed and Terry
and constructions but the cer—
The entertainment features fan—
Cobb came in first in Doubles, and
emony did not come to pass. We tasies provided by guests and the same two tied for 5th in all
have her award, she knows about judges who are serious practitio— events. Pretty good showing, out
it and the two will be united in the ners of the art. It is always inter— of 250 bowlers participating. But
very near future.
esting.
we don‘t understand this note about
And we did have the most
More than one reunion took sympathy cards to Ron Shelton.
splendiforous gown at the entire place last month. Tsarus held a After all, he was nice enough to
shebang. After all, it was our ball. special anniversary club night by make sure all these other people
bringing back some of the atmo— got recognized. We don‘t read
Dustbuster Fantasy.
sphere of Sharon‘s, the club‘s first minds, only beads.
We cannot say enough in grati— home bar. Its former location is
Friends For Life—HIV Re—
tude to Walt Peters and spouse now run by Barbara Pierce as sources (start getting used to it)
— Michael, not only for running us Barbara‘s but that night the smell was the beneficiary of over $600
allover hell and halfover Shelby of leather returned. Not only was from the Rumples Turnabout
— County on our day ofmuch tribu— it Tsarus‘ first home it witnessed Night show. Some said it was a
lation but for what came after. We _ the birth of Men of Leather and turning point, some said it was As
were informed, in no uncertain Wings. Replicas of the Sharon‘s The Stomach Turns, and some said
terms, that we were to be abducted poster on posters and t—shirts were it had just turned. Anyhow, we all
and bundled off to New Orleans on sale, old mementoes such as appreciated it and we realize that
for a day or two (Mardi Gras be— Boss Hog buttons and Tsarus t— it is an annual event. Some folks
ing merely coincidental). One is shirts showed up, and much of the just don‘t realize the trouble it takes
always advised to play along with unique ambiance was tasted once to be glamourous.
forceful threats such as these and again. We still have a certificate
There are several organizations
we were summarily whisked away for winning the diesel drag cos— who serve persons living with
to the land where beads are more tume contest, oh, twelve or so HIV/AIDS in Memphis and all of
precious than dignity. What some years ago. We wore the only them need support. We might
people will do for a string of little Tsarus mini skirt in existence. Yes, make it clear who does the most
plastic globes! Scandalous! We we looked justas bad back then as of what. The Red Cross special—
will be delighted to see them both we did that night but it wasn‘t like izes in education; trains, certifies
later this April at the contest and it was a pageant or anything.
and sends out many volunteer
hear more about their travels.
Speaking of the Boss (Sharon speakers to any group who asks.
Why yes! That certainly did Wray) we found out too late that St. Jude Children‘s hospital, of
lead into a discussion about Mr. she was ill and could not speak at course, specializes in the needs of
Leather Tennessee! (Starch it, the ball. Kelly is home, so we are children and research. The Adult
Marie. We have much better luck, sure she is much better.
.
Special Care Clinic at the Med
especially out of town, with this
Ok, ok. We have repeatedly serves medical and counseling
crowd than with the glitter and said we cannot be everywhere. needs for outpatients. Friends For
satin crowd, love it though we do. Ask over at Star Search, we tried Life provides direct services: Vol—
Leather is easier to pack, it to borrow the tape butit isn‘t ready unteer Carepartners, support
wrinkles less and requires fewer yet. We perused the contestants at groups, a supplemental food pan—
accessories—with no makeup a lovely cocktail party and really try, education for the community
whatever.) Events for the weekend expected to see the winner at the at large, specific outreach to the
are as follows: (Unless stated oth— ball, where we could introduce and Gay and Lesbian community
erwise, all events will take place applaud her. So, if nothing else, through AIDS Awareness nights
at the Pipeline.) Friday evening6 we can congratulate Simply Vonna —and publications, and emergency
pm til 11 pm registration; 9 pm as the first Queen of Memphis. financial assistance, advocacy and
Tsarus cocktail party and silent Congratulations also to Monique counseling forits clients. Prescott
auction; 10pm live S/M (Salvage (who performed for our event with Baptist Church provides direct
and Miscellaneous) auction to ben— such good humour, and energy) services on a smaller scale from a
efit Tsarus; 12 pm introduction of first altemate, and Sofonda Peters religious background. The Mem—
contestants and judges. Sat. morn— second altemate. Competition was phis AIDS Coalition is a
ing: breakfast Jam; leather mar— fierce but we heard of no really fundraising/networking organiza—
ket all day Sat. and Sun. aftemoon; strained moments. After all, these tion which funds various programs
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Events unfold. Times change.
But chances are, your financial
oals remain the same. To reach
those goals, your tactics may
need to change with the finan—
cial climate. or 96 years, in
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wise, well—planned strategies.
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767—3661

©1991 IDS Financial Corporation
by grants to other agencies. There
are other groups, ministries and or—
ganizations who provide various
services (such as the Health De—
partment for testing and counsel—
ing) but these are the service orga—
nizations which most people hear
and talk about. All of them net—
work with one another, all ofthem
work with large organizations such
as MIFA and Calvary Ministries,
and they all get along fine. Your
continued support of all services
for persons living with HIV/AIDS
is important and appreciated.
Kirby Kincaid did a special
number dedicated to Renée Wil—
liams and David Gardner on the
weekend of their passings. She
sent over $200 to Friends For Life
and we thank her very much.
Memphis again made a fine
showing at the Conductors Run in
Nashville, the weekend ofMar. 20.
Tsarus, Riverboat Gamblers and
Women of Leather won lots of
awards. It will be interestingto
follow the gentle rivalry among the
bike riding members of all five
Memphis clubs, now that one club
is bike—specific.
Ron and Terry can certainly
show you a good time. We mean
it. Both good lookin‘, fine dancers .
and jest real friendly types. Case
in point: Southern Country Mem—
phis‘ first regional hoedown was a —
big success in Memphis the same
weekend as the Nashville run.
Chaps was filled for this very dif—
ferent event. Saturday afternoon
was spent in a dance swap where
dancers from Birmingham, Lou—
isville, Nashville, Little Rock and
Memphis traded local dances. Sat—
urday night, everybody danced one
another‘s dances. Such a mess of
foot stompin‘ goin‘ on! We were
quite pleasantly wo‘ to a frazzle.
Terry and Ron are the founders of
Southern Country Memphis and,
previously, Southern Country Bir—
min
Tsarus‘ 15th Anniversary AIDA _
run will take place April 24—26.
See you at Heart Strings on

April 2 at the Orpheum and at the
Names Project Quilt Display at
Rhodes College Gym on April 3,
4, 5, and 6.
——"
Gay/Lesbian Pride activities
are already being planned. This
year‘s River Ride (June 13) will
benefit the Community Center. It
will be all dancing, but since Ma—
dame President Country dances
and Waltzes and Madame Secre—
tary/Treasurer square dances, there
will be opportunities to do all of
the above, in addition todisco and
comtemporary dancing. The
monthly MGLCC pot luck will be
combined with the GayFest cook—
out and the Gay Expoorganiza—
tion and business "trade show" on
Sunday, June 14.
The Runaround ;
WKRB will host a Women of
Leather fundraising auction at
8:30, Mar. 29, and the first
Aphrodite show of 1992 Apr. 26
at 9 pm..
r
A Vanessa Vogue Look—A—
Like contest will take place at G.
Bellington Rumples Wed., Apr.
22, with a warm up and trial run
on Thur., Apr. 16. Ask Kirby about
this one.
V

In addition to Mr. LeatherTen—
nessee events and the Tsarus Auc—
tion, the Pipeline willhost its an—
nual Easter Bonnet Contest on
Apr. 18 at 11 pm and an Easter
Egg Hunt before the buffet on
Sunday. There is a rumour that
there will be a footrace in heels
before the buffet also.
Monday, Apr. 13 Victims of
Desire will be at J—Wag‘s for one
show at 11 PM.
Final Round
Carahermana, ConsuelaRenée.
When I look up into the sky, I will
always see you in a much greater
Parada de Estrellias.
Ta, ta.
Lady A.
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An Open Letter to the Gay & Lesbian Community

Take a few seconds and askyourselves

these questions. Please answer truthfully. —

l Does leather frighten me?
2. Does someone wearing leather fnghten me?
3. Am I curious about leather people why they wear it, and what they really do?
~ 4. Have I avoided people wearing leather, even though I was attracted to them?
5. Have I wanted to wear leather out, but didn‘t because my crowd thinks it‘s silly? —
6. Do I think just because they wear leather, those people practice unsafe sex?
7. Do I think leather contests have any bearing on my community?
_
8. Do I think contests are unnecessary?
©
9. Do title holders do anything for my community?
10. Do I believe Gay men and women should mind their own business, and keep
separate from each other, that they have nothing in common?
11. Have I gone to a local title holder and asked any of these questions, or do I assume .

the answers?
12. Have I avoided helping w1th a contest because I don‘t approve of the behavior of a —
particular individual?
~
f
These are but a few questions I have derived from some statements I have heard from people in our
community. And I intend to answer them before our next contest happens.
This isan opportunity forallofus to help choose a representative for all ofus for our community. And by nes e
boycottlng this kind of event because of only one individual, you wind up depnvmg yourself of participating in a
choice.
:
Living is making choices and the right to choice is premousI choose to try to improve the future of our
§
community. Do you?
This is why I chose to earn a title, and why I travel; to be in situations where I can speak about and learn
about improving what little rights we have because of our sexual preferences
:
As a basic human being, my personal habitsare what some would describe as boring. I don‘t drink alcohol
I don‘t take drugs, I do smoke an occasional cigarette, and occasionally have been seen to dance in public. I‘m
really quite conservative, except where basic human rights and dignity enter. My sexual proclivities are nobody‘s
business but my own until theyare denied me by law, and in my opinion, no one has the nght to dlctate or legislate
f
sexual morality upon another.
To those among you who are concerned about animal rights: cows are not an endangered species, and as
long as people eat steak, hamburger, and the like, the hides are a by—product that becomes useful as well as
decorative. Many leather folk are animal activists, and I advocate buying used leather, if you must purchase.
Leather is for everyone, and not everyone wearing leather is into SM, and vice—versa. You can enjoy the
total experience or just get off by wearing it. So what‘s the problem? The problem is this:
There are some incredibly articulate and motivated people in our community, and some wonderful clubs
and organizations who refuse to help with this community event because someone said this or someone did that.
Look at the overall picture my friends, and let the needs of our community rise above an insult or an unkind word
:
or deed. I need your help to create something better for us all.
Thanks to all who continue to be my motivating force, you know whoyou are. My bestto our community.
InLeather,
Vance Reger
1990 Mr. Leather Tennessee
1991 Mr. Great Plains Drummer
1991 Mr. Southeast Drummer
10—The Triangle Journal April 1992

Love, Sydney —Leather Down Under
By Vance Reger
TJN Leather Columnist
I hope that all y‘all had a wonder—
ful Mardi Gras and you are as eagerly
awaiting the coming of Spring as I am.
With Spring comes contest season,
—and we in Tennessee are not exempt
from our celebrations. Mr. Leather
Tennessee will take place on April 10—
12 and promises to be as exciting and
full of surprises as it has been in the
past. Dignitaries who have promised
to take part will be Matt Presley (of
course), the current Mr. Leather Ten—
nessee; Kay Hallinger, the current In—
ternational Ms. Leather; Woody
Bebout, the current International Mr.
Drummer; Bryan Smith, 1992 Mr.
Midwest Leather; Chuck Higgins, the
current co—chair of the National
Leather Association; Amy Meek and
Emerson Briney, the newly sashed
Ms. and Mr. Leather Nebraska; and
Walt Peters, currently Mr. Souther
Leather. More people have told me
or Matt they would stop by if sched—
ule and time permit, so things will be
going a mile a minute and everyone
of all persuasions is invited. The
judges and emcees have again been
slated to do their fantasies as enter—
tainment, and I promise to have many
surprises as well.
Upcoming regional events worth
— your while are varied and multitudi—
nous.
* An Event in 3 Acts starts April 2
with a gala performance of HEART
STRINGS and an exhibition ofpart
of the AIDS Memorial Quilt at

Rhodes College. Incidentally,
HEART STRINGS is a totally dif—
ferent show than the one which
played here in 1989.
* Spring in the South, a celebration
of Leather with informative demos
and lectures in Atlanta, April 24—26
«Florida Mr.
Drummer in
Orlando, May 8—10
* The Alliance Run May 15—17, and
« International Mr. Leather in
Chicago May 21—25
There is also, for those of you who
are able to get away, a gigantic cel—
ebration in Sydney, Australia the
week ofApril 26 through May 3. This
is their Mr. Australia Drummer final
with their Leather Pride Week. North—
west Airlines has a special round—trip
fare coincidentally that would bear
investigation.
As a matter of fact, I just returned
from Sydney, havingattended their
version of Mardi Gras. I haven‘t the
words to describe the vastness of that
week, but I shall endeavor to give you
a small impression of what I found
there.
I spend eleven days in Sydney,
which gave me the time and opportu—
nity to walk about and poke around
that incredibly beautiful and hospi—
table area. The seasons are reversed
from ours, so it was the tail end of
summer there, and mother nature was
fully cooperative. I stayed in an area
best described as their equivalent of
the Lower Village ofNew York. Iar—
rived on a Sunday, about seven days
prior to the Mardi Gras itself. On.
Wednesday, the crowds began to ar—
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rive and the city took on a surge of
anticipation, and by Friday it could
TEN
qualify as an open—air zoo. Saturday
night was the Mardi Gras parade—a
ME
SS
E
Gay parade, by the way, and about
250,000 people lined the sidewalks
just to watch. I was invited to be a
part of the parade, and took my place
proudly, ifonly partially dressed, with
the Leather contingent. The parade
lasted about three miles to a
fairgounds where a dance party lasted
from 11:00 pm Saturday until 10:00
am the next day. I was among the
48,000 predominantly Gay people
there, averaging 14,000 per dance
floor, and non—stop music the entire
time. Following the 10:00 am finish,
there were recovery parties in several
of the local establishments until the
wee hours of Monday morning.
Several things have impressed me
about the celebration there. The first
and foremost of which was the ami—
cable spirit among those thousands of
people from all over the world, and
how we managed to retain good feel—
ings (inside — my feet were dead) the
entire time. I saw no fighting, name—
calling, division, or separatist atti—
tudes. Everyone was determined to
have fun and we did.
There is a pervasive atmosphere
of vitality in that city, especially from
the local population. It‘s an attitude I
recognized in this country about ten
or fifteen years ago, and one that
would bear recall.
The local Leather establishment is
a bit out ofthe central area (ofcourse), _
and reminds me of an English
private club. It is a place
to gather and discuss; to relax, have a
pint and still cruise, but in a more
fou Otto
subtle way than Americans are used
to. The music is kept at a soft volume,
so the emphasis is on people. Drunk— and I recommend a visit as food for a Go for it.
enness is not practiced. Don‘t get me soul in need of replenishment.
Two thoughts for the month:
The Leather Pride Week has art
wrong, I met plenty of people who
". . . Beneath the duality of sex,
were interested in soothing my libido, exhibitions, discussion forums, beer there is a oneness every male is po—
but it wasn‘t in your face constantly busts, a bike blessing, presentation of tentially a female and every female a
loud and raucously. Maybe we‘ve lost a Leather quilt panel, dance parties, male. If a man wants to understand a
the art of subtlety in our country. and the Mr. Australia Drummer con— woman, he must discover the woman
There were plenty ofdiscos and crazy test. I have brochures for anyone in— in himself, and if a woman would
—.
®
bars, but this Leather pub hit me in terested.
understand a man, she must dig in her
Getting back to this country, if own consciousness to discover her
all the right places. It also has the sin—
gularly appropriate name of Daddy‘s. there are those among you preparing own masculine traits."
And Daddy is one hell of a charming toenter Mr. Leather Tennessee, I will
Magnus Hirschfeld, a 19th
remind you of a few thoughts.
guy.
century rights activist
As this is a preliminary for Inter—
There was an added attraction that
**. . . Homosexuality is not all self—
Week, put on by SPMC (South Pa— national Mr. Leather, it would be— hate, or guilt feelings, or love, or
cific Motorcycle Club) and was quite hoove you to get your body into the domination or submission, or any one
a lovely addition, a Leather cruise of best shape you can. Exercise and diet thing; it‘s a many—branching path,
Sydney harbor. Four hours oftouring never hurt anyone, and I recommend down which we are all working.
in and out bays and inlets of the it. Make sure you are prepared to
*
Samuel Steward.
Sydney coast, and if we had been make a commitment to our commu—
about 20 minutes longer than the four nity and have the determination and
hours on that boat, it would have been time to do so, because Matt and I will
a hell of an orgy. They plan to do an— be dogging your ass. Make sure your
other during Leather Pride Week, if leather fits the day before the contest,
and you are prepared for emergencies,
that interests anyone.
The staff of Daddy‘s and some like a popped snap or buckle. Remem—
memorable people made the particu— ber most of all, to have fun with it,
lar trip one of my life‘s high points, and it will be a high point in your life.
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To Downtown Memphisf

LEATHERWORKS
Specializing in Exotic and Erotic Leather Goods,

DannyThomas Blvd

Toys and Other Goodies
:

HOURS:

10 am. to 10 pm. Monday through Saturday
1 pm. to 6 pm. Sunday
Steve Ford
Jerry Moffit

INTERSTATE 240

1264 Madison

Owners

N. Claybrook

®

Mickey €r Bill's
—

Clubs and Bars

102 North
|

7235

Q

1. The Apartment Club
2. Barbaras
3. Chaps
4. The Hut
5. G. Bellington Rumples

Cleveland
B 72

g. 52/2/3293
Z
8. Pipeline
9. Reflections

(C)

Gypsys
"Elegance For Less"
2613 Broad
Hours: 1:00 — 4:00 Tuesday—Friday
10:30 — 5:00 Saturday
Also by Appointment
Vintage Fashions & Furnishings
We buy, sell or trade
454—0386

f

Other Points of Interest
A. ATEAC
B. Dabbles

A

y

®

C. Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
D. Holy Trinity Church
E. Lambada Center
F, Leatherworks
G. Library
MIcHown Hol
I.A Meriste
m
J. Star Search Video
K. Video Magic .
L. Mr. Lincoln‘s Costum
es
j

McLean Blvd.

&
§z
<4
®

—g
&
I

<
a35

Cff

Inas
"*

Cleveland St.

—
Me
Businesses and

0

10, W.KRB.

MEMPHIS

LEVI LEATHER BAR
HRS : MON—SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
1382 POPLAR
PH: (901) 726—5263
MEMPHIS, TN 38104

0

Cooper St.

East Parkway
Map Not to Seale — All S’rreefs Not Shown

ﬁ*ﬁ**i§~kﬁ**ﬁ*ﬁ‘k‘kﬁ‘ki‘ri’ﬁ’ﬁi’ﬁ‘kﬁ’
g,

* Memphis' Largest collection of Gay & Lesbian films — *

a:

Iw

S
a
&

vk

; Star Search Video‘
¥
*

#
z
e
k
¥

uuniny

Memphs. TN 38104
(901) 722—8963

Special Interest Section
i:
Reservations Accepted
#
1411 Poplar Avenue
¥
272—STAR
%
kiki x* vx ik k vk i kkk ik %

——

—_I

Open 24 Hours

Happy Hour

Memphis
| memers Memphis‘ Friendliest for 25 Years
atpLay _
with Ross & Steve
## arterkouns
(formerly from Jackie‘s)
NOW UNTIL 10:00 PM
ALL WEEKEND

1264 Madison Avenue — Memphis, TN — (901) 725—1909
It‘s Not the

oops

1349 Autumn + 272—1634
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Same Show!

j

HEART Stings
April 2 — The Orpheum
Call Ticketmaster or Orpheum Box Office
DONT MISS IT! —

Gay
Switchboard

728—GAYS
7:30 — 11:00
Nightly

Informatlon
Counseling,
Referral
A Service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian _
Community Center
Space donated as a public service ofthe
Triangle Journal News.

Bring in this ad for a FREE RENTAL from. ..
"The

Best Video Store in

Memphis

by Common Consent‘*
with TWO PAID RENTALS of equal value.

The Memphis Gay
.
#

VIDEO MAGIC
1529 Union » 726—6344

C OM M u NIT y

22,000 MOVIES
* The Helmsman
8—8—91
.

BIAN
C E N T ER

and Lesbian
Community Center

1665 Madison
276—4651

Space donatedas a public service ofthe Triangle Journal News.

Not good on Super Nintendo or Sega

April 1992
Tuesday
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Thursday

HIV Testing,
GLCC, 5—7pm
Bible Study,

MARCH 29
* Wet, Wild, &

W
Women, 6pm,
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Orphe’um'

o
QgﬁEEINESS

Call Meristem

tom

§
GLCC, 7:30pm
Southern
Orpheum Box
ountry Dance
Office
essons, WKRB,;
pm

DAYLIGHT|____ *Alps..
» Lambda
*Poytrimy""
|Memorial Quilt, |Men‘s Chorus
Community Church,
Rhodes College Rehearsal, —
[Mallory Gym,

Services ttam,
|Free Admission,| Memorial
fOSMamenal tum, [§rant
apt.
Rhodes College
* LEGAL
* Southern
au

32%.

PALM SUNDAY
(See Above)

Country Dance
[Lessons,

Library, Mtg Rm|Chaps, Spm
g) A. 7pm
6 gltBGV‘r/ggTSC/R

_

Mzmg
* Mid—South Men‘s

ggungirlt, gagging &

Prescott
Memorial

— Desire,

Bapt.,7:30pm

* AIDS Memorial
Quilt Ceremonial

|e AIDS Memorial
Quilt, Rhodes

(Cones

Re

Display Open Till OB “WE Won‘t Go
10pm
ack,"
|» Southern
Reproductive
Country Dance
Rights March &
Lessons, Chaps, {Rwallyh'

8pm

ashington,
3|DC)

AID
1G

4

|e Cotton Pickin‘ |* Reception for
|gquares,
amai

|» MGLGC Meeting,
or

Itlgllblﬁ'isittjdy’
C or’r'lmuziti’,

Prescott

Merigtem,l4-6pm

Tennessee, Rumples,

MGLCC, 7:30pm
|» Southern
Country Dance

Auction,
Pipeline10pm
Mr Leather

8pm
* Benefit Performance

|Lessons, WKRB,

tains

8
« Copy & Ad
on-ialsthe I?“ TJN
MGLCG,57m

# Southern Country ($
Project
pae
annual Retreat
s Tserus $

§) 12 midnite _ 10
* Cotton Pickin |GOOD
|Squares, Zon _ |FRIDAY

fg‘é‘zugﬁﬁem
Memphis.
_

Luck, MGLCC,

Country Dance |7pm, $3 w/dish,
Lessons,
$5 w/o dish

‘Contest,

Chaps, 8pm

* Easter Bonnet

|e Southern:
Country Dance
Lessons,
Chaps, Spm

56:22;
* Healing
s
* Holy Trinity
Sips/loot?sitar/HIV
C
ity Church,

alotegrig Memphlis. gigﬂﬂnv's
* Cotton Pickin‘ « Southern
* MGLCC
alvary Episcopal,
b
f
Dinner 6:30pm, $3; avg/MTGSUHQ. MGLCC, Eggs???
Eggsrg'gs Dance ﬁzK/ITSJSagSﬂ?oy
Mtg. 7
F
(
:
¢
%

Women‘s Festival,
Biloxi, MS
19

MGLCC, 7:30pm
Rumples,
|» Southem Country 11:30pm
Dance Lessons, ._ | Gulf Coast
|WKRB, Spm
Women‘s Festival,
Biloxi, MS
14
15
16

& AIDS,
a
Mens
Families &
Chorus Rehearsal,
Friends, Calvary] Prescott Memorial
Episcopal
ER!SCOPAI,
»aopen
BWMT C/R,
5:30pm
7:30pm
* Southern Country

* Holy Trinity

* Leather/SM

|* Lambda Men‘s

Discussion

Chorus

Church, Sunday
:
School, 9:45am,

Group,
P.
7:30pm
‘*

MGLCC,|
A

P

|e HIV Testing,
:

Contest,
Pipeline, 11pm
|e Gulf Coast
Women‘s
Festival,
17 |gilox, us
18

Chaps, 8pm
* Art Show
Opening,
Meristem
AIDA Run

|e Cotton Pickin‘

MGLCC, 5—7pm

Rehearsal,

* Bible Study,
;
tes
Prescott Memorial]
Holy Trinity
Bapt.,.7:30pm
Community

Forum, Main

* Young & Proud,

Party, Big
Daddy‘s, Poplar

Library, 7:30pm
* Southern

MGLCC, 7:30pm
* Southern _

Plaza, 2pm

Country Dance

Country Dance

AIDA Run

Lessons, Chaps,
8pm

[Lessons, WKRB,
Spm

28

MAY 1

Due Out

Bapt. 7

* BWMT Bowling

27

24

e May ‘02 TJN

Memorial

Church, 7:30pm

* Aphrodite

Squares'

29

Men‘s Council,
Prescott
Memorial Bapt,
General
a Council
Meeting, 7—10

AIDA Run

Prescott

* BWMT Open

Show, WKRB 26

Memorial
Bapt.,7pm
* Sexual
[assault
Awareness

e Gulf Coast
Women's gag
Festival, Biloxi,
MS

th/(RB' 8p?)
Program,
Dance Lessons,
tgs Conmest |Overton Park
20 Chaps, 8pm 21 Rumples
22 Shell
23

Community

Worship Services
11am, 6:30pm

ﬁmecscffnmmy
church, 7:30pm
» young & Proud,
Me
e Southern Country
Dance Lessons,

4
COMMITTEE
is now

AIDS

11

Prescolt Memorial
|J—Wag‘s, 11pm
Bapt., 6:45—9:30pm
a Jamie Andefson in
ele
* Women‘s Project
AnnualRetreat— 12
13

sSL’é’Z‘yJ'Qghool‘f'C
9:45am, Worship
. [Services 11am,
(elem
* Easter Egg Hunt,
Pipeline
* Gulf Coast

END

PASSOVER
* MGLCC Pot

away We 821mm * Southern

* Bible Study, Holy Vg‘gheams
— [Trinity Community |( a_|ike
922m; £13,223

1528 madison 278'932]

Admission, 7pm,

* HIV Testing,
MGLCC, 5—7pm

g

|e |Leather/SM
|* Lambda
(Discussion
Men‘s Chorus
|Group, MGLCC,| Rehearsal,
7:30pm
® Victims of

2

Memorial
Church, 7:30pm |Bapt.Zpm
[s Young & Proud,

|Prescott

Mallory Gym, Free
Business
Admission, 10am—Spm [Meeting, Main

1

e

Saturday

Opening, Rhodes College Mallory

hurch, 7:30pm T'Ckgts
Young & Proud, ﬁﬁeﬁgﬁér

for details
* Women of
Leather Auction,
WKRB, 8:30pm

dues, worn,

Friday

P&Pt./pm

30 ||

95

FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV Resources

A New Name
for Caring
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389
4568—AIDS
Information,
Referrals,
Client
Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
Space donatedas a public serviceof
the Triangle Journal News
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Urinal
by Gary Coughlan
TJN Entertainment Editor
This 1988 Canadian video is
exactly what you think it‘s about,
— but much, much more. Urinal does
examine the issue of public wash—
room sex, but branches out into the
broader issue of ruined lives, un—
warranted police surveillance and
anti—Gay laws. And it does it in the
most unbelievably humorous way,
although the film does have its
dark side.
On June 28, 1937, several fa—
mous Gay and Lesbian artists
gather at the Toronto home oftwo "Highlights ofToilet History from
Lesbian sculptors, Frances Loring Vespasian to Victoria," "A Dra
and Florence Wyle who live in a matic Reading ofToilet Texts," "A
abandoned church. Each guest has Guided Tour of Toronto‘s Hottest
received a mysterious invitation to Tearooms," "A Survey of
a conference which the two host— Smalltown Washroom Busts in
esses know nothing about. Those — Ontario," "The Policing of Wash—
attending are Russian filmmaker room Sex in Toronto," and "The
Sergei Eisenstein, Mexican painter Policing of Sexuality in Society."
Frida Kahlo, Japanese novelist
Each report is accompanied
Yukio Mishima, and American with pictures, a biography of the
poet Langston Hughes, as well as «artist and interviews with men
the fictional—character—made—flesh, caught in the washrooms (many
Dorian Gray.
wore colorful masks for their in—
As Frida is doing the portrait of terviews), Gay activists, and a Gay
Dorian Gray, an earthquake hits member of Parliament.
and a tape recorder is found at the
The verbal interplay between
front door. In aMission Impossible the volatile artists is one of the
parody, the seven are told that be— highlights of Urinal (which stands
cause they are "outstanding Gay forUranian Resistance Initiative of
and Lesbian artists," they have the Non—partisan Action League).
been chosen to resolve tensions When Hughes asks Kahlo why she
between the police and the Gay was chosen since she has had af—
community 50 years into the fu— fairs with both sexes, she replies,
ture in 1987. The artists are to have ""When I‘m a Lesbian, I‘m an ° ex—
seven days to research and propose cellent Lesbian." And all of them
solutions. The tape recorder de— get angry at Mishima because he
structs in 10 seconds and they find becomes a fascist in his later years
themselves in the same abandoned although he is supposedly only 1
church, butit is now 1987.
years old at this time.
f
Dorian Gray, provided with
Upon returning to 1937, the art—
transfer papers, joins the local po— ists feel they have failed until the —
lice who soon begin watching the ghost of Dorian Gray puts the is—
seven, concluding that they are sue of change in perspective.
"hippies." The others begin to ex—
Urinal is the first full—length
plore their brave new world of film from the respected Canadian
AIDS, safe sex, and checking our director, John Greyson. The film
their biographies and films made has played in over 400 interna—
about them, as well as arguing over tional film festivals over the last
the issues of the1930s such as the three years, receiving rave reviews
Spanish Civil War. Hughes con— and critical acclaim everywhere.
cludes that nothing has really The film made its debut at the Los
changed— it‘s still "wars, famine, Angles Gay & Lesbian Film Fes—
red—baiting."
tival.
»
:
P
Each artist investigates a differ—
Urinal is available from Water
ent aspect of washroom sex with BearerFilms, 205 West End Ave.,
the topics being: "A Selective His— Suite 24H, New York, NY 10023
tory of the Public Washroom," for $59.95

99
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hater

to

curly

like

mine"

—Goldilocks

MID—TOWN

HAIR

Hairstyling 4 All of Us

1926 Madison at Tucker
David Jeffers
(901) 278—2199

(across from Huey‘s)
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

1890‘s VICTORIAN COTTAGES

§
To be renovated to buyers specs
In Greenlaw Historic District, Downtown Memphis.

12 ft. ceilings, 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath — Starting at $55,000.
Contact Russell Armstrong or John Griffin (901) 525—3044
Book Review

Eros
Reviewedby Gary Coughlan and sets outtowinhimbyfinding
TJNEntertainmentEditor out all he can abouthim.
In the meantime, Gunnar has
Meristem Bookstore carries severalotheradventureswithmen
Gay and Lesbian fiction and ro— andlearns whathehasbeenmiss—
mance novels guaranteed to gen— ing
He is both the pur—
erate some summer heat during — suerforandyears.
the
pursued
has sex
this dreary, rainy late winter sea— in his office, in apublicandpark,
son by taking us to the beachand atanorgy—partywhere aporn and
star
its warmth.
shows
up.
ButJed
remainshisde—
The Smile ofEros by John sireand hisobsession. Theyfinally
Coriolan, isthestoryofa42—year— get
together in an elevator and
old Gunnar Lindquist, married GunnarconvincesJedtomeethim
nearly 20 years with an 18—year—
that week for a "real" date.
old son and a 16—year—old daugh— later
Up
until
now, Jed had thought he
ter,who decidesto explorehis Gay was straight,
has the
side one summer. An executive, ability toreallybutturnGunnar
him
on.
Gunnar works out at a local spa TheSmileofEroschroniclesthe
and is in excellent shape. He be— anddownoftheirrelationship
comes infaturated with a straight ups
and thereare enough sex scenes
20—year—oldpizzacooknamedJed tokeep
anyone wide awake. Gays
The Smile of

coming out later in life can iden—
tify with Gunnar and his goal of
getting the buy he truly craves,
and the difficulties ofjuggling a
complicated, straight—imposed
lifestyle. John Coriolanis a gifted
Gay writer with several novels to
hiscredits,amainthemebeingthe
olderman—youngermaleromance.
NEXT MONTH: JustSay Yes
by Judith McDaniel, a Lesbian
summernovel.
f

bos

InChicago, about 20 members
ofQueerNation protested the film
but were kept a short distance from
Protests That Film Is Anti—Gay
the moviegoers, most of whom
appeared curious but not upset by
By Dara Tom
ing the controversial film.
the demonstration.
Associated Press Writer
After leaving the theater,
"The people out here have no
Randall Parisi said the movie was right to protest this movie," said
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — worse than he had expected.
Michael Jevack, 23, as he left the
Activists said it was their own ba—
"I was amazed at the level of theater after viewing the movie.
sic instinct to protest the contro— hatred and homophobia," said *The way they showed her (the
versial movie Basic Instinct.
Parisi, 33, who said he is Gay. bisexual) is just her lifestyle."
"We feel like this movie is at— "The movie goes back to the old
In Seattle, about 40 people
tacking us. We have to act in self— stereotypes that we can‘t love any— showed up at the Cinerama in op—
defense," said Jessea Greenman, one. In movies we‘re either made position to the movie. They yelled
so—chairwoman of Gay and Les— out to be the sissy hairdresser or
5%
did it," in reference to
bian Alliance Against Defamation. the psycho killer. This one really
the movie‘s ending, and some
"Hollywood has the right to went over the edge."
yelled to moviegoers "You‘re sup—
make bigoted and exploitive mov—
But Kim Bruhn, 36, said she porting bigotry."
ies, but our question to Hollywood wasn‘t convinced that the film was
Since TIN staffers have notseen
is, ‘Why do you make only those anti—Gay.
the movie and its portrayal of the
movies?"Greenman said.
"It‘s a story, it doesn‘t speak for character in question, we have
Basic Instinct opened March 20 everyone. I didn‘t see that it was elected not the reveal the ending
to protests in several cities nation— making any big political state— ofthe movie.—Ed.
wide by activists who claim it is ment," Bruhn said. —
Basic Instinct Opens to

typical of Hollywoods persis—
tently unfavorable portrayal of
homosexuals, reinforces negative
stereotypes and encourages anti—
Gay violence.
Protests also flared up at movie l

___

BY{(APPOINTMENT
Basic Instinct Writer May

is_

Create Gay Good Guy

dol S,([(),) 40 Span) upoa, ) uN add f

Free No Credit Cards or COW‘s Free

Hollywood— Joe Eszterhaz, writer of Basic Instinct, says
theaters in Seattle, Chicago and
that he has written a screenplay in which the hero is Gay.
New York, but many othermetro—
— According to a Los Angles Times article, Eszterhaz took the
politan movie theaters around the
comments made by Gay and Lesbian protesters to heart.
_
country remained quiet. The
It was during a protest meeting during the production ofBa—
movie, starring Michael Douglas |
and Sharon Stone, opened Mar. 20 — sicInstinctthat got himto thinking: "Why is itthat there‘s never —
a thriller (where it‘s the good guys against the bad guys, and it
in 1,500 theaters nationwide.
so happens the good guy is Gay?"
"Basically It Stinks," was the
— Eszterhas has written Layers ofSkin, a thriller in which the
slogan of one group seeking to
good guy happens to be Gay.
give away the ending in hopes of
According to the Eszterhaz, the good guy is a Gay former
keeping viewers away from the
cop who " got bounced offthe L.A. force and is now working in
movie, whose central character is
Palm Springs, CA, and the story involves a land scandal that has
a bisexual woman suspected of
to do with some very powerful people that he finds himself un—
killing her male lovers with an ice
covering and pits himself against."
pick.
And many moviegoers admit—
ted that they were following their
curious instincts and went to see
the movie because of the hype.
_ We Remember
‘"We probably wouldn‘t be here
without all the hoopla," admitted
Phillip Chambless—Volunteer, Educator, Hero
Lorinda Guzman, 27, of Menlo _
Park. But when protesters blew
Phillip Chambless, volunteer at Friends for Life
theirwhistles and sang out "Who
until illness forced him to stop, died in February of
_ did it?
did it!," giving
complications from AIDS. Chambless worked with
away the ending, Guzman re—
clients in assisting themwith disability applications
sponded, "Oh, that‘s really low!"
and housing and utility problems. He gave many
But some moviegoers said the
talks to many diversxﬁgoups of people and contrib—
controversy had gotten out of
uted much to HIV/
S education and services in
hand.
#
Memphis. —
_
"They‘re trying to say that us
paying seven dollars and partici—
pating in viewership, somehow or
another, we‘re condoning Gay—
$ Bre \o Credit Cards or COD‘x Free *
bashing," said Steve Ferraz, 44. "I
— FREE
I‘m Candy and Ill give you
don‘t think that‘s true."
permission to do anything you
Personals
Jennifer Chung, 19, seemed to
want to do to me. I‘m just like
agree.
the Candy that melts in your
in TJN
"I don‘t think it‘s Gay—bashing.
mouth, call:
%
s
It‘s just a movie, not reality, you
FREE FREE
know?" Chung said.
Take
|
_
— In New York‘s Greenwich Vil—
Swingers Girls & Guys &
lage, a group of about 75 activists
Couples Name & Phone
Advantage
chanted "hey, hey, ho, ho, Holly—
Numbers who want to meet
of
you call direct: FREE FREE
wood homophobia has got to go,"
in front of a movie theater show—
1—901—388—8000
Them.

Hiring Women & Men—~$820 per hour.

A LINE OF SHINE!
We offer the complete line of LAMINATES" shine: LAMINATES _
drops, LAMINATES CONCENTRATE GEL, and LAMINATES SPRAY.
Come in and experiencethe smooth, glistening shine of the
LAMINATES line!
Dare to be Different!
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When It Comes to AIDS, Gay Issues,
Clinton Hasn‘t Helped Arkansas

including distribution of contracep—
tives, were limited to students with
The Bush Administration has done written permission from their parents.
more for people with AIDS in the state Clinton signed a proposal establish—
of Arkansas in the last year than Bill ing the clinic program, but he left it
Clinton‘s administration has done for up to each individual clinic as to
whether they wanted to permit
people with AIDS in ten years.
Under the Clinton Administration, condom distribution. Despite the ob—
the state of Arkansas has spent vious hindrance, of written permis—
$149,889 to create three staff posi— sion, Clinton did> support the
tions for AIDS education and net— school—based health clinic plan. Al—
working with community—based though Clinton claims he will enact
organizations. The Little Rock Hous— the guidelines set nationally for AIDS
ing Authority was given a $15,000 by the National Commission, those
grant to train people to participate in guidelines include unrestricted access
door—to—door education. All of this to condoms. Arkansas, coincidentally,
~ was enacted in 1991 and 1992. We ranks second in the nation in teen
have no knowledge of any AIDS pregnancy.
Clinton refused to sign an official
© funding before that time on the state
proclamation making National Com—
level.
Soon after announcing his cam— ing Out Day recognized by the state
paign for the Democratic nomination, of Arkansas in 1991 because "it did
— Clinton released $30,000 from the not effect enough of the state popula—
Governor‘s Emergency Release Fund tion." Estimates put the Gay popula—
in order to keep a testing program tion in our state roughly at 250,000.
When the Sodomy Law was be—
afloat. The program had been funded
. on the federal level, and was in dan— ing reviewed for appeal in our state
ger of collapsing after funds ran out. legislature, Bill Clinton had no com—
This was a limited testing program ment. The appeal died in committee,
that do notinclude and direct services the law remained on the books, and
for people with AIDS except coun— . Clinton came out neither in favor of
nor in opposition to the law, although
seling.
One recent controversy in our state he now claims to have worked for a
has been the establishment of school— repeal of the law in the past.
Clinton signed a bill making it a
based health clinics in our high
schools. Most of the controversy sur— felony to knowingly transmitthe vi—
rounded the distribution of birth con— rus, with a sentence from 6 to 30
trol, including condoms, to students. years. This bill was pushed through
The health clinics were established in — the Arkansas Legislature by the Ar—
some schools but services provided, kansas Medical Society.
Submitted by ACT—UP Arkansas

The same law that requires medi—
cal personnel to report the names of
patients testing positive for HIV, as
well as those with "official" AIDS,
also requires those testing positive to
advise their physicians or dentists of
their status.
While disclosures to medical per—
sonnel is supposed to be confidential,
there are no civil or criminal penal—
ties for disclosing a positive result.
When a bill was introduced to
make HIV testing mandatory for any—
one accused (not convicted) ofa crime
of a sexual nature, Clinton promptly
vetoed the bill. However, a bill did
pass that would allow an Arkansas
judge to order testing "upon a finding
ofreasonable cause to believe that the
person committed the offense."
Clinton approved of this measure.
The Arkansas Hospital Associa—
tion in conjunction with the Arkan—
sas Medical Society came up with a
bill that permits nonconsensual test—
ing after a health care provider has a
"direct skin or mucous membrane
contact with the blood or body fluids
of an individualwhich is of a nature
that may transmit HIV, as determined
by a physician." Clinton signed the
bill into law.
The state ofArkansas does not pro—
vide anonymous testing, and their
confidential testing comes with a fee.
There are only two locations in Ar—
kansas that provide free, anonymous
testing for HIV, and both locations
(Arkansas AIDS Foundation and

Planned Parenthood) are in Little Rock,
where access is limited for those liv—
ing in our rural state.
Although Clinton has come out in
favor of repealing the military ban on
homosexual, and although he has come
out in favor of AB 101 in California,
he claims that the reason Arkansas does
not have a similar anti—discrimination
law is because he feels as though there
isn‘t discrimination here. His reason—
ingis that the law is needed in Califor—
nia because there is such a high
population of homosexuals in that
state.
ACT UP AR needs your helpin our
effort to get the truth out about Bill
Clinton. Please contact your local al—
ternative papers and media outlets,
as well as the more mainstream papers,
and let them know his past record.

Officially, we neither condemn
nor support Bill Clinton. However,
we are perplexed by his current opin—
ion, given our history of living with
HIV/AIDS in this state in the last ten
years and his history ofaction.
An action is being planned point—
ing out the state of Arkansas‘ record
on AIDS funding and Gay issues
during the Arkansas Primary on May
26. This action is in the planning
stages, but will probably be held at _
the Governor‘s Mansion and in con—
junction with ACT UP chapters from
all over our nation, as well as local
groups sympathetic to our cause. We
will contact you again once we have
a plan of action established.
Drew Toon
___
ACT UP AR _

Greenwood
Hollow Ridge

Ozark Bed & Breakfast

Exclusive Resort for Men & Women
Hot Tub * Country Club Privileges
§

Rt 4 Box 155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283

Hag Rag
Mixed Signals Sent by Church
wrong."
By Eric Camp
RAIN executive director Trudy
Chief Staff Writer
James
says she was fearful of training
Arkansas Triangle Rising
a Baptistcare team because "I knew I
Eight days after Second Baptist couldnt take the risk of anybody feel—
Church of Little Rock formed the first ing rejected when they were sick. The
Regional AIDS Interfaith Network people who signed up for their care —
(RAIN) care team ever formed in an team assured me they wouldn‘t give
Arkansas Baptist church, its pastor in— any kind of testimony or say anything
cluded within a sermon a Bible verse that would indicate they thought the
which by his own translation stated that person had to make a change. I made
homosexuals, along with those com— it clear to them that they couldn‘t do
mitting several other kinds of sin, "will that.
"I think if the pastor had been at the
not see the kingdom of heaven."
training,
this might have been avoided,
This statement, made only days af—
ter a meeting where Southern Baptist though it might not have changed his
Convention leaders condemned homo— views. All of us have been raised in a
sexuality as a perversion, had nothing culture where homosexuality has been
to do with that condemnation, said the hidden, and we haven‘t had the oppor—
pastor, Dr. Billy White. The sermon, tunity to understand it. AIDS has given
one of a series based on I Corinthians, us that opportunity. I‘ve seen people
in all the churches changing and learn—
was prepared months before.
White says he attempted to present ing, and being thankful for that oppor—
that scripture in the context of hope, tunity. Baptists deserve that
without singling out any of the listed opportunity.
"Ihave already assigned a Gay per—
"sins." He says, "All I did was read
it," and believes it to mean "we all have son with AIDS to this care team, and
he‘s real happy with them. I know how
a past, and we all have a future."
White admits his understanding of much it means for people who have
homsexuality is limited, and says he been raised in the Baptist church who
wants to understand more. However, are Gay to feel accepted by their
¢
he adds, "I am not at the point where I — church," James says.
"I am glad there are pastors like
am willing or desiring to say all these
years ofhistory and revelation through White," she says, "who say they‘re
the scripture must somehow be willing to grow in this area, and am
optimistic about the future of the Bap—
tist churches in this area."
16—The Triangle Journal— April 1992

Intergalactic Lesbian Feminist Press

Hag Rag invites lesbian writers and .
artists to submit reviews of books,
theatre, film and music, as well as
analyses of topics affecting lesbians
lives: ethics, sexuality, radical lesbian
feminism and the world—wide Amazon
revolution, separatism, class & race
consciousness, friendship, and
language.
Subscriptions (6 Issues): $10—15/year sliding scale, $20 inst.
$3.00 sample/back issue.
beginning July, 1991

Some issues available on tape

93243 Milw., WI 53203
Advertising: Hag Rag PO Box 1171, Madison, WI 53701
Advertisers: write for rates and ad sheet
Subscriptions: Hag Rag PO Box

New Rage Thinking®

The Gay Arkansas Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings are
free. Agencies and businesses may request to
be listed at no charge. All phone numbers are
area code 501 unless otherwise noted.

Triangle Book Club: Monthly discussion
7pm, 3rd Thurs. # 221—3565 (Bill) or 664—
0817 (David) or 664—7565 (Alan).
Unitarian Universalist Church: 1818
Resevoir Road, Little Rock 72207
# 225—1503.
Women‘s Project: 2224 S. Main, Little Rock
72203 # 372—5113. _

#

ACCOMMODATIONS
Cedarberry Cottage Bed & Breakfast Inn:
Number 3 Kingshighway, Eureka Springs
COUNSELING / HEALTH SERVICES
72632 = 253—6115.
—
Greenwood Hollow Ridge: Route 4, Box Adult Counseling Services: Box 2883, Hot
Springs 71914 # 623—1089.
155, Eureka Springs 72632 # 253—5283.
Purple Iris Inn: Route 2, Box 339, Scenic Adult Survivors of Incest: (Support group
sponsored by the Women‘s Project)
62W, Eureka Springs 72632 # 253—8748.
372—5113.
CARDS & GIFTS
American Life Resources: (Financial
Wild Card!: alternative cards & gifts *
Program for the terminally ill.) Gil
Bowman Curve Center, 400 N. Bowman,
Gilbreath, Box 1058, Forrest City, AR
Little Rock # 223—9071. .
72335 # (501) 633—0554.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Arkansas AIDS Foundation: 5911 H. Street,
Box 250007, Little Rock 72205 # 663—
A.B.S.: Naturist/nudist organization + Write
7833. Board meeting 4th Thurs.
A.B.S., Route 8, Box 264—A, Mountain
Battered/Formerly Battered Lesbians
Home, AR 72653.
ACLU ofArkansas: 209 West Capitol, Suite
Support: Advocates for battered women
# 376—3219 or 1—800—332—4443.
214, Little Rock 72201 # 374—2660.
Lee Cowan, LCSW: General counseling, grief
ACT—UP Little Rock: 7 pm, 1st & 3rd Fri.
& healing specialization, 1706 Magnolia,
+1419 S. Taylor, Little Rock 72201 #
Little Rock 72202 # 664—7252.
661—9408.
Arkansas Coalition Against Censorship: = Disabled Lesbians SupportGroup: 4th Mon.
each month, 7:30 pm, # 372—5113.
664—2810.
Arkansas Gay & Lesbian Task Force: Box Gay Men & Lesbian Support/Therapy
Group: 5—6:30 pm, Tues., 210 Pulaski
45053, Little Rock 72214 # 666—3340.
Board/membership meeting 7:30 pm,
(free) # 374—3605.
Unitarian Universalist Church, 4th Thurs. . Helping People With AIDS: Box 4397, Little
Rock 72204 # 666—6900.
Call to confirm.
Arkansas Women‘s Political Caucus: Box Ralph Hyman, Ed.D: Psychologist
specializing in Gay & Lesbian counseling —
2494, Little Rock 72203.
* The Psychotherapy Center, 210 Pulaski,
The Body of Christ: Box 1364, Little Rock
Little
Rock
72203 # 374—1693, Rev. Ron Burchman,
Sun. Service 10:45, 318 Main,North Little
# 374—3605.
Arden Kate, LCSW: Feminist therapist, co—
Rock.
dependency, addictions, women‘s issues,
Concerned Citizens for Lesbian & Gay
Little Rock # 224—0127.
Rights: Political action, contact Mark
Lesbian Support Group: 7—8:30 pm, 2nd &
Bumett # 663—8609.
Diamond State RodeoAssoc.: Box 806, Little
4th Tues. # 372—5113.
Rock 72203—08061 224—6119. Meetings Kathy Martone: Individual, marital,
7 pm, every 2nd Sun.
relationship counseling, women‘s issues ®
Dignity: Box 3015, Little Rock 72203
The Victory House, 115 S. Victory, Little
# 758—3512. 7:30 every Thurs., Chapel
Rock # 376—9529.
service 1st Thurs., St. Vincent‘s Center Mary Ann Mattingly, M.S.: Counseling for —
for Health Education.
Lesbians « Gay men, & survivors of sexual
Gay & LesbianActionDelegation: Box 2897,
abuse # 666—1024.
Fayetteville 72701 # 521—4509.
‘Pine BluffHIV/AIDS SupportGroup: 2500
Gay & Lesbian Student Assoc. (GLSA):
Rike Drive, Box 1019, Pine Bluff71613 #
University of AR, AU 517, Fayetteville
541—6000 (contact Carolyn) or 534—1834
72701.
(contact Lloyd).
Gays, Lesbians, & StraightsTogether: 6:30 Psychotherapy Center: Gay/Lesbian/
pm, 3rd Thurs., U.U. Church
Bisexual Support Group & HIV/ARC/
#225—1676 (DeAnn) or376—4316 (Tom).
AIDS Support Group, 210 Pulaski, Little
The League: Box 56117, Little Rock 72215.
Rock # 374—3605.
Meetings every 3rd Sun.
Washington County AIDS Task Force:.
Lesbian & Gay Student Alliance: UCA, c/o
Direct services & education, Box 4224,
.
123 West 21st, Little Rock.
Fayetteville, 72702 # 443—AIDS (7 pm «7
Little Rock Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals 7 pm
am).
every Thurs. # 221—9007 (L J. Routen).
Dr. Kurt Wilhelm: Counseling for Gay men/
MCC of the Healing Waters: Box 664,
Lesbians/couples 1511 Center, Little Rock
Berryville 72616 # 623—1049 (Cheri) or
# 378—0300.
525—8629 (Jon).
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
MCC oftheLivingSprings: Box 365, Eureka AIDS Information Line: = 666—3340 (Little
Springs 72632 ® 253—9337. Services 7
Rock). 1—800—448—8305 (outside Little
pm, Bible Study 7 pm, Thurs., Elk Street.
Rock), 6:30 » 10:30 pm daily.
MCC of the Ozarks: Box 92, Fayeneville AIDS Hot Line: # 443—AIDS (7 pm — 7 am).
72702—0092 # 443—4278.
MCC of the Rock: Box 1964, Little Rock
72203 © 753—1075. Services 11 am, 2017
Chandler, North Little Rock.
Officer‘s Club: National leather assoc., Box
4392, North Little Rock 721 16
#758—0835.
Offthe Wall: Gay & Lesbian Bowling League,
Mon. nights, 8:30 pm, Pike Lanes, Nonh

Little Rock.
1
PALS (People of Alternative Lifestyles):
(Lesbian & Gay youth group ages 16—22)
Wed., 6:45—8:15 pm, 210 Pulaski Street,
Little Rock. Call AGLTF
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays:
Support, action, social group for all
interested, Gay or not » 7 pm, 2nd & 4th
Thurs., Unitarian Church, Minister‘s
office, Little Rock # 821—4865 (Shirley

Hemdon).
Phoenix Alcoholics Anonymous/Phoenix
Al—Anon: (Lesbian & Gay Outreach) Little
Rock # 224—6769 ( Frank) or 821—4255
(Barbara). Meetings Sun., 5 pm & Wed., 8
pm, Pulaski Heights Prebyterian Church.
Presbyterians for Lesbian & Gay Concerns,
Synod of the Sun: (AR, LA,OK, TX) —
Rodger Wilson, 3235 Kinmore, Dallas,
TX 75223 = (214) 823—2317.
‘Regional AIDS Interfaith Network (RAIN):
# 375—5908.

Arkansas Coalition Against Violence to
Women & Children: # 276—1872.
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 666—3340
(Little Rock). 1—800—448—8305 (outside
Little Rock), 6:30 — 10:30 pm daily.
Hate/Violence Hotline: For collection of
occurence statistics only # 1—800—347—
HATE.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 373—8663.
National AIDS Hotline: # 1—800—342—AIDS,
1—800—344—SIDA (Spanish access), 1—800—
AIDS— (TTY—Deaf Access).
LEGAL SERVICES
Anne Owings Wilson: Attorney—at—law, 804
N.
Ash, Little Rock, 72205
= 664—3537..
MEDIA
The Lariat: monthly newsletter of the diamond
State Rodeo Association, Box 806, Little
Rock, AR 72203—0806 # (501) 224—6119.
Lesbian & Gay Directions: monthly
newsletter ofthe Arkansas Gay & Lesbian
Task force, Box 45053, Little Rock, AR
72214.
News of the Gay & Lesbian Community:
Arkansas Gay & Lesbian Rights of
Fayetteville, Box 2897, Fayetteville 72701
# 521—4509 or 443—0661.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly newspaper
published by Printers Ink « Box 11485,

)
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Gays March in Boston‘s St. Pat‘s Parade
by Chris Torchia
Associated Press Writer

rights supporters rallied at a Boston
church and gave a standing ovation
to the Gay marchers. Speakers com—
pared the marchers to civil rights ac—
tivists during the controversy over
court—ordered busing in Boston.
The group also gave a standing
ovation to Boston Police Lt. Detec—
tive Bill Johnson who had handled
parade security for the Gay marchers.
"I think it was a great day," he said.
"We started and we ended and that‘s
all we wanted."
Around the nation, Irish—Ameri—
cans donned their green for parades
in Worcester, Chicago, San Francisco
and other cities.
In New Haven, Conn., police lined
up extra security as civil rights activ—
ist Rev. Al Sharpton joined an anti—
violence rally scheduled separate
from the city‘s St. Patrick‘s Day
march. No incidents or arrests were
reported.
It was the first time in the 91—year
history of the Boston parade that an
openly Gay group marched under its
own banner.
The South Boston Allied War Vet—
erans Council, which organized the
Boston parade, had barred the Gay
group from the march, claiming they
were militants who planned to disrupt
it.
a
But Suffolk Superior Court Judge
Hiller Zobel ruled that members ofthe
organization had a constitutional right

to join a public parade.
At his traditional St. Patricks Day —
breakfast, state Senate President Wil—
BOSTON (AP) — Some specta—
liam Bulger, D—South Boston, and his
tors turned their backs. Others tossed
guests referred to the controversy with
beer cans or smoke bombs. Manyjust
barbed wit.
jeered or screamed obscenities.
"We have permission to march in
Two dozen Irish—American Gay
the parade this afternoon," Bulger told
activists, draped in green and armed
the gathering of Irish—Americans and
with a court order, ran a hostile gaunt—
politicians, including Gov. William F.
St.Pat‘s Day Parade
let as they marched through the South
Weld.
Boston neighborhood in the St.
"I notice that there‘s none of them
San Francisco Style
Patrick‘s Day parade Mar. 15.
(Gays) here," said parade organizer
‘"They got no right being here,"
John "Wacko" Hurley. "You know
by Richard Lorant —
nitaries watched as 50 firefighters,
said spectator Phil Brady, 26, of
how I know? I‘ve stopped scratch—
Associated Press Writer
— 100 police officers, floats and assorted
Woburn. "Whatever they do behind
ing."
politicians passed by. Jordan helped
closed doors is their business."
Hurley had said the parade struc—
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — In raise an Irish tricolor at city hall ear—
The annual procession through the
ture would be changed next year so Boston, a Gay Irish contingent was
lier in the day.
®
Irish enclave of about 32,000 people
any group can be banned. He declined pelted with beer cans. But in San Fran—
The
parade
capped
a
daylong
se—
was mostly peaceful despite fears of
to be specific.
cisco, the only thing worrying St. ries of events which included a spe—
violence after ajudge allowed the Gay
"They were forced in here," Patrick‘s Day parade participants was
cial mass at St. Patrick‘s Church, a
group to join the Irish celebration.
Hurley said. "And they are going to the falling rain.
%
show of Irish folk music and dancing
"Today I‘m proud to be both Irish
go come in and out and we are going
About 20,000 people braved the for the elderly and the start of a char—
and Gay," said 30—year—old Cindy
to go on with our lives. But it will intermittent rain to watch the parade,
ity bicycle ride.
Toombs of Cambridge, an organizer
never, ever happen again."
which organizers say is open to all
Police Capt. Dennis Martell said
of the Irish—American Gay, Lesbian
Under a signed agreement with comers — just like the city itself.
20,000
people lined the route, 5,000
and Bisexual Pride Committee.
Boston officials, the Gay group lim—
"Gay people have no problem more than last year, when the rain
But many in the crowd, estimated
ited their numbers to 25, carried only here. They‘ve been in every time
started earlier.
at 600,000, jeered at members of the
one banner and did not distribute fli— they‘ve wanted to be in," parade di—
There were no parade—related ar—
group, who wore pink triangles and
ers or other materials.
rector Renie Champagne said, com— ‘rests, police said.
green carnations and responded by
The days leading up to the parade menting on efforts to exclude
But Dowling, 88, said polemics
waving and shouting "Happy St.
were tense, as two area radio stations ‘homosexuals from St. Patrick‘s Day
have spiced most of the 65 parades
Patrick‘s Day." Small firecrackers,
withdrew their sponsorship to protest fests in Boston and New York.
he has marched in.
smoke bombs, beer cans, and taunts
attempts to ban the Gays. At least one
"It‘ s a very colorful parade in San
"There‘s always a little bit of con—
were thrown at them. Police say there
high school band pulled out of the Francisco because we have all the
troversy, thank God — that‘s democ—
were at least six arrests.
march because of safety concerns.
nationalities. In some other city‘s its racy," he said. "We want no yes—men
One spectator was arrested after he
just the Irish," said this year‘s Grand here."
was involved in a fistfight with a
Marshal, Irish—American historian
This year‘s quota was filled by
member of the audience as the Gay
and author Patrick Dowling.
some
minor pre—parade squabbles
contingent passed.
The Queering of the Green
"San Francisco is a very unusual over the participation of several
"It‘s a great amount of hate," said
city," Dowling said.
groups favoring independence for
Dave O‘Connor, a Dublin native who
Borough President Ruth Messinger
by Beth Harpaz
The multi—ethnic mix of parade— Northern Ireland. —
was part of the Gay contingent. "I‘m
and
City
Controller
Liz
Holtzman
—
Associated Press Writer —
goers and participants seemed to bear .
Members ofthe Ulster Gaelic Club
Irish, I‘m from Ireland, I should
even marched with ILGO in the Gay him out.
bore crosses depicting the names of
bloody well be allowed to march."
NEW YORK (AP) — Excluded group‘s alternative parade up Fifth
"It‘ s like the Fourth of July or any
15 activists who died after British
Motorcycle police with squawking from the traditional St. Patrick‘s Day Avenue an hour before the main pa—
other parade. If I‘ve got the time, I troops fired on a Northern Ireland in—
sirens shielded the Gay marchers and parade, a group of Irish Gays and rade.
always come out and enjoy it. It dependence march in 1972.
the crowds from the moment the pa— Lesbians marched up Fifth Avenue by
But a few politicians — including doesn‘t matter what they‘re celebrat—
Two club members carried a ban—
rade stepped off from the Broadway themselves and then stood on the side— Sen. Alfonse D‘Amato and City
ing," said Oswaldo Contreras, who ner reading "We remember Bloody
subway station around 1:30 p.m. A lines shouting "Shame!" as the main Council President Peter Vallone —
came here from El Salvador 27 years Sunday," as the Londonderry shoot—
police van filled with officers fol— pageant came by.
joined the main parade despite the
ago.
ing is known.
lowed immediately behind.
The Irish Lesbian and Gay Orga— controversy.
"I like firemen. They were heroes
"British Justice: No Irish Need
Other participants included high nization contingent wore green and
"Two, four, six, eight, how can you
during the earthquake. So were the Apply," read a placard carried by
school bands, soldiers riding tanks, waved Irish flags just like other march with those who hate?" the
police," said Grace O‘Malley, who members of the Irish Northern Aid‘s
Massachusetts Citizens for Life, a marchers Mar. 17. But the Gay group ILGO members shouted at them. Oth—
applauded loudly when the two con— local chapter.
Css
group of Vietnam veterans urging the carried distinctly different signs: ers warned the politicians: "We‘re
tingents passed.
:
Hours
earlier
a
group
of 100 Irish
public to remember American pris— "Kiss me, I‘m Irish and queer" and queer, we vote!"
"I like it. It‘s fun," said 14—year
cyclists — four of them visually—im—
oners of war and union workers call— "No Gay Irish need apply." And when
To legions of marchers from the
old James Heimuli as he prepared to paired riding tandem bicycles —
ing for a boycott of a beer company. , bagpipers in kilts marched by, the Police Department‘s Emerald and
march with the Capuchino High crossed Golden Gate Bridge at the
Pockets of supporters cheered and homosexuals canted, "We love men Holy Name societies, the Gay men
School band from San Bruno.
start of a 500—mile charity ride.
gave the Gay marchers thumbs up in skirts!"
and women watching from the side—
Heimuli‘s band, one of 30 march—
Their ride to Los Angeles is ex—
gestures along the way. But other
ILGO was excluded from the St. walk chanted, "We‘re here, we‘re ing in the parade, arrived at the re—
pected to raise some $300,000 for
spectators, some with children in their Patrick‘s Day celebration by its spon— queer, and so are a lot of you!"
viewing stand across from city hall Ireland‘s National Council for the
arms, screamed obscenities and — sor, the Ancient Order of Hibernians.
"This a public parade, going up
before the heavier rain hit.
Blind.
waved signs such as, "AIDS cures The fraternal Catholic organization Fifth Avenue on the 17th of March
Mayor Frank Jordan and other dig—
Gays" and "Quarantine the queers."
said that it could not sanction homo— every year," said Anne Maguire of
Debbie O‘Shea, 29, of South Bos— sexuality and that many other groups ILGO. "We are an Irish group. We
ton, said she disagreed with the Gay had applied to join the parade long have every right to be there to cel— small group of Fordham University — had done something," said ILGO
group even if they had a right to before ILGO.
ebrate our culture and heritage."
students on their way to watch the member Eileen Clancy, recalling the
march.
f
But the Gay protesters applauded parade shouted obscenities at them, ordeal. "We‘ve done something to—
A federal judge agreed and said
"Why exploit it, walking around ILGO could not use discrimination as warrmly for the scores of cheerlead— but there was no violence.
day, too. We came here to have a
telling everybody you‘re Gay?" she an excuse to jump the line of groups ers and bands from Catholic high
Last year, in contrast, the Irish peaceful sideline demonstration and
said. "It‘s a parade for kids. You don‘t that wait — sometimes for years — schools.
Gays received plenty of abuse from it‘s gone great."
need to see that."
"How manyof those kids are go— angry spectators. ILGO was allowed
for a chance to participate in the pa—
Tom Duane, an ILGO supporter
But Claudia Vanputten, 43, of rade.
ing to be Gay?" asked ILGO mem— to march in 1991 under the auspices and one of two openly Gay members
Boston, disagreed. "Everybody‘s the
Several elected officials including ber Alison Cameron. "They need to of a small Hibernian chapter that of the City Council, said: "The shame
same," she said. ‘They shouldn‘t be Mayor David Dinkins backed ILGO‘s know you can be Gay, Irish and agreed to invite them in. But they were of the Irish community is the Ancient
treated any different."
quest to be included and stayed away proud."
booed and showered with beer cans Order of Hibernians, who couldn‘t
After the parade, about 120 Gay— from the parade to show their support.
The Gay group disbanded after for the entire route.
find a place in their hearts to allow a
Some officials — state Attorney about three hours, getting a police
"It was sad, it was uncomfortable, group of proud Irish people in today‘s
General Robert Abrams, Manhattan escort to a nearby subway station. A it was scary but in the end we felt we parade."
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Ozone Loss Might Spread
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Experiments Suggest

be

AIDS Onset
_

by Matt Mygatt
Associate Press Writer

ALBUQUERQUE (AP) —
Depletion of the Earth‘s ozone para—
sol might stimulate AIDS in patients
as they are exposed to more and more
harmful ultraviolet light from the sun,
researchers say.
"This has been known for years
that ultraviolet light exposure will al—
ter or suppress the immune system,"
said Ronald Ley, a photobiologist at
the Lovelace Medical Foundation.
"So it‘s not terribly surprising that
it‘s having an influence on the pro—
gression of this viral disease," he said.
Ley is directing a pilot study on
how ultraviolet affects mice infected
with acquired immune deficiency
syndrome, which attacks the immune
system, preventing a body from fight—
ing off lethal infections.
"We don‘t know for sure, but
there‘s at least two possibilities" on
how ultraviolet light affects the in—
fected mice, he said.
"One, you‘re suppressing the
mouse immune system, and that al—
lows the virus to grow faster or repli—
cate faster," Ley said. "Or you‘re
directly stimulating the virus and in
doing so, again stimulating replication
of the virus."
Dr. Margaret Kripke, chairman of
the immunology department at the
University of Texas M.D. Anderson
Cancer Center in Houston, said Ley‘s
research is on ""a question of enor—
mous interest."
"It has been suspectedfor some
time that the AIDS virus is present in
the human skin during certain times
during the disease," she said. "This
raises the question of whether ultra—
violet light could have influence on
the virus and infection."
Kripke said she would like to see
the study, which Ley said had not yet
been published.
"It may or may not hold up to sci—
entific scrutiny," Kripke said.
The human immunodeficiency vi—
rus has produced 213,641 cases of

r

AIDS, and AIDS has claimed 138,395
lives in the United States through Feb—
ruary, said Tom Skinner, spokesman
for the Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta.
Sunday, Mar. 29 *
Excess exposure to ultraviolet light —
6 PM =:
causes cataracts and skin cancer and
Friday, Apr. 10
suppresses the immune system. The
4—6 PM
light is invisible to the human eye.
Less ozone means more ultraviolet
light reaches the Earth‘s surface.
Sat., Apr. 11
The Lovelace mouse study was
8 PM and
conducted for three months on 32
Sun., Apr. 12
mice.
3 PM
"We followed the progression of
Sun., Apr. 19
the disease in animals that gotjust the
6 PM
virus and animals that were exposed
to ultraviolet light plus infected with
Friday, Apr. 24
the virus," Ley said. —
"It appears thatultraviolet light...
makes the disease worse," he said.
OPEN
x
The mice were measured for im—
munoglobulin M, an antibody the
body‘s immune system produces to
fight infections such as HIV.
"As the disease progresses, the lev—
els of this antibody increases in the
mouse," Ley said. "It (the antibody)
doesn‘t work on the virus, but it‘s an
indicator of the progression of the dis—
ease."
:
Conservative preliminary figures
show mice exposed to ultraviolet light
had 50% more immunoglobulin M
than non—exposed mice, he said.
And the raised levels were detected
25% to 30% sooner than in the group
of mice not exposed to the ultraviolet
radiation, Ley said.
"We‘re still studying the data," he
said. "We‘re going to publish what
we‘ ve got."
Dr. Jonathan Mann, director of the
Harvard International AIDS Center in
Boston, said the research "gives
people an understanding that a lot of
work is going on."
But "as exciting as a finding may
be in an experiment, particularly in
animals, obviously it needs to be re—
peated by others. The findings need
to be examined carefully and their
relevance to people has to be deter—
mined," he said.

Stops KS in Lab Mice

WASHINGTON (AP) —Labora—
tory studies in mice show that a com—
pound from soil bacteria blocks the
growth of Kaposi‘s sarcoma, a can—
cer common among male AIDS pa—
tients that often causes red and purple
skin lesions.
Researchers at theNational Cancer—
Institute report in the journal Science
that a bacterial extract called sulfated
polysaccharide peptidoglycan, or SP—
PG, is more effective in laboratory
studies against Kaposi‘s than the
drugs now commonly used against the
cancer.

Books & More for Women & Their Friends
930 SOUTH COOPER
Wet , Wico & Weu— Free Safer Sex Workshop for women — Led by Anette Chaney of Friends
for Life/ATEAC. Call for Details.
Meet the Author! Reception in honor of Carol Chapman, author of the play Five premiering at
Theatre Memphis. Five is about the lives and work of women writers Gertrude Stein, Natalie
Barney, Djuna Barnes and Edith Wharton. Chapman will talk about the play and sign copies of

the playbill.
Jamie Anperson — In concert at Meristem! Don‘t miss this wonderful, charming, funny
performer! Get your tickets early — $7 in advance, $8 at the door. Sure to be a sell—out
Women‘s Waiters‘ Group — 1840 Young near McLean. Note: Meristem will be closed Sunday,

April 19.
Opening: ECDYSIS (‘shedding our skins") Art celebrating the courage of sexual asasault. In
honor of Sexual Assault Awareness Month.

Wednesday—Saturday 10 AM—6 PM

ec rve evo sew .

Compound From Soil

By Paul Recer
AP Science Writer

mum)
va_o)

Shuji Nakamura, a University of
Southern California scientist formerly
with NCI and first author of the study,
said SP—PG was tested both against
laboratory cultures of Kaposi‘s sar—
coma, known as KS, and against le—
sions of the cancer that had been
grown in laboratory mice that lack an
immune system.
In both cases, saidNakamura, KS
was stopped in its tracks.
"SP—PG specifically inhibited the
growth of Kaposi‘s sarcoma cells on
chicken cells and in nude (hairless)
mice," Nakamura said in an interview.
"And during our experiment on mice,
I did not see any type of side effect."
This is in contrast to other KS

Sunday 1

PM—5 PM

z

Coming out means telling the truth
about your life...
. it‘s a real family value.

The National Coming Out Campaign
isfundamentally the most effective campaign
the gay and lesbian community has ever waged.
Please give generously to: —
NATIONALCOMING OUTDAY,
PO Box8349, SANTAFE, NM 87504 /505—982—2558
YOURCONTRIBUTIONISTAXDEDUCTIBLE
First HIV Detection Could Be by Dentists
"Itbehoovesthesocietytohavea toreplacethedreadeddrillindentists‘
ByLeeLinder
committeeinchargeofnotonlypre—
offices.
AssociatedPressWriter
ventive
action,
but
to
help
refer
pa—
But because of the expense —
tients
with
AIDS
to
the
proper
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‘Tributes to Walt Whitman

arapture ofimagery —one thing af—
SUSAN MACKENZIE
ter another like a set of stairs — that
Attorney At Law
is worth emulating. He is not just a
cloud of gas but a cloud of details,
and therein lies his beauty."
—John Updike.
"What I found most enthralling
aboutthepoetryofWhitman wasthat
"In my mid—20s, I was teaching at
Isaw thearticulationoftheyearnings
a university in France and I was as—
"Coming from the outside, when of a whole people. The American
signed to teach Whitman. Since I was youread somebody like Whitman, it‘s peoplethenhadamultitudeofvoices,
living most of my life in French, my a kind of permission he grants. For all with the desire to express them—
Ross & Mackenzie
intense reading of Whitman was my — an immigrant, those words are impor— selves. But if they spoke all at once
only communication in English. I be— tant: permission to live, permission to theywouldproduceaharsh sound. So
Suite 3310
came a complete convert during that speak, permission to make art. As an they required one voice that would
100 N. Main Street
time and my writing style completely immigrant there‘s no way into the combinealltheirvoicesintooneclear
changed. I— stopped writing in thyme culture and when you read him, you sound.
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
and meter and began writing in lines feel like, ‘Oh, I found a door.""
—PedroMir,PoetLaureateofthe
©901—525—0417
and I‘ve done so to this day."
— Poet Li—Young Lee.
Dominican Republic. His work in—
— Galway Kinnell, winner of the
cludes the poem "Countersong to
Pulitzer Prize in 1983 for Selected
"One of the marvelous things was WaltWhitman (Song ofOurselves)."
Poems.
that he was constantly saying, ‘Not
just man.‘ He was saying man and
"I lived in a men‘s hotel in the
LIFE RESOURCE
I went to Wayne State University woman. He was saying the woman
1920s and you might say Whitman‘s
and we had a poetry club there. A guy was every bit as good as the man. poetry reflected the feelings of a lot
CORP. OF ARK.
said to me, ‘Levine, you got to get into There were some very early feminist of those men, the largeness of their
Whitman. You got to put these little statements. I found him very, very outlooks. A lot ofthose guys used to
"LIVING BENEFITS"
English turkeys down.‘
attractive. I found his tenderness and be self—taught and there was acertain
"Iresisted for a while, but then this sense of detail in the midst of this very bigness to them, a lack ofconstraint.
guy kept bugging me and he finally — sweeping vision."
That‘s what I hope the country is
loaned me a copy of ‘Leaves of
— Poet Adrian Rich.
about to some extent."
Grass.‘ I read ‘Song of Myself and
—AuthorandcommentatorStuds
my whole concept of American po—
"There is a surprising delicacy, and Terkel.
Part of the problem may be that pus where supposedly weareaiming
Nationwide
many infected women don‘t fit the tounderstandthecomplexities oflife
typical AIDS stereotypes as prosti— and part of that is to understand the
For additional information or an application, write or call:
Study to
tutes or intravenous drug users, re— differentwaysoflifeand toleratedif—
ferent types of people," Bellavance
searchers say.
&
Address AIDS
Gil Gilbreath
Of more than 5,000 women re— said. Salisbury State‘s student body
P.O.
Box 1058
and Women
ported with AIDS nationwide from is about 7% Black.
Forrest City, AR 72335
Black history posters have been
~ September 1990 to August 1991,49%
(501) 633—0554
DETROIT (AP) — Statistics show abused intravenous drugs, and 21% defaced with swastikas, someone
the number of women infected with had sex with drug abusers, the Cen— wroteJamesEarlRay‘sbirthdayon a.
the AIDS virus is growing rapidly, but ters for Disease Control in Atlanta bulletin board calendar and the head
Paul Abels,
data on how the deadly disease effects said last month.
of the minority affairs office got an Neil Diamond
women is scarce.
Many women come to the Detroit anonymous letter berating Blacks.
Former Pastor of
Researchers, including a Wayne Medical Center with Pneumocystis
In addition, there have been two Donates $25,000
State University AIDS specialist, carinii pneumonia, the leading illness anti—Gay acts. Somebodywrote"An— to Magic Johnson
Gay Village
hope a new five—year study will an— among people with AIDS, after first nual Gay—bashing Day" on a calen—.
Foundation
Church, Dies
swer some of those questions.
being given routine treatment at other dar Feb. 14 and last week a bulletin
‘"We don‘t know much about HIV area emergency rooms, Schuman board used by the campus Gay and
infection in anybody else except gay said.
Lesbian Alliance was torn down.
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — NEW YORK (AP) — The Rev.
men," said Dr. Paula Schuman of the
So far, the discussion groups are Entertainer Neil Diamond donated Paul M. Abels, the first openly Gay
"The diagnosis ofPneumocystis is
Detroit university‘s School of Medi— not even being considered, particu— beinglimitedtoChesterHall,thedor— $25,000 — tour book proceeds pastor of a sizeable congregation in
cine.
larly because of the prevailing stereo— mitory where the acts of intolerance from his eight sold out "Love in the the United States, has died of com— —
"‘The lack of awareness is reflected type of women with HIV," she said.
occurred, but they may be expanded Round" concerts — to the Magic plications from the AIDS virus. He
in the fact that clinicians do not think
_ "Unless you come in looking like to the whole campus.
Johnson Foundation for AIDS edu— was 54.
of this diagnosis, and women are dy— a prostitute oryou come with needle
PeggyO‘Neill,residentdirectorof cation and research.
Abels died Mar. 12 at his home in
ing needlessly because of this."
tracks all over your arms, (doctors) ChesterHall,saidshethinkssomestu—
Renssalaer,N.Y.,saidThomasHunts,
Earvin
"Magic"
Johnson
ac—
Schuman will lead the Detroit seg— are not considering that your chronic dents feel a sort ofreverse discrimi— cepted the check from Diamond his companion of 14 years.
ment of the four—city program, which pneumonia may be Pneumocystis."
nation prompted by events such as during apresentation Mar. 16 atthe Abels was pastoroftheWashing—
will track 750 HIV—infected women
BlackHistorymonth. Somewhitestu— Forum, where the former Los An— ton SquareUnitedMethodistChurch
who are free of AIDS symptoms.
dentsfeelleftoutby suchcommemo— . geles Lakers basketball star an— in Manhattan from 1973 to 1984. It
Salisbury State rations,althoughthevastmajorityare
They will be measured against a con—
nounced Nov. 7, 1991, that he was was known as the Peace Church for
trol group that does not have the hu— Acts to Curb
shocked by the racist acts, she said. HIV positive.
itsopposition to theVietnamWarand
man immunodeficiency virus.
Chester
Hall
has
about
220
stu—
for
its Gay members.
"All
those
people
thank
you
Intolerance
Among the answers the study will
dents,roughly 10ofwhom areBlack. from the bottom of their hearts," Abelsacknowledgedhishomosexu—
seek are whether women die of AIDS
Johnson said, speaking on behalfof ality in 1977 and began performing
faster than men and whether AIDS is
SALISBURY, Md. (AP) —
people whose work his foundation "covenantceremonies"forGaycouples
tied to cervical disease.
Salisbury State University officials
unable to marry legally.
benefits.
:
Yale University researchers re— alarmed by an increase in racist and
After leaving the ministry, Abels
Diamondreplied,
"We
hope
this
ported in January that women are 12 anti—gay acts on campus are holding
ran Equinox, a non—profit organiza—
helps.
God
bless
you."
times more likely than men to con— discussion groups to foster greater
The Magic Johnson Foundation, tion in Albany for runaway teen—
tract the AIDS virus and die 20% understanding among students.
founded
by Johnson three months agers,batteredwomen, thehomeless,
sooner.
PresidentThomasBellavancesaid
ago,
was
formed to raise money for and drugand alcohol abusers.
In Michigan, there were 45 male the idea is for students to talk about
HIV
and
AIDS education and re— He was a founder ofProvo Muse,
AIDS cases for every female case in their frustrations rather than act on
NVS
search
as
well as provide care for _ a performing arts organization, and
1984. That ratio now is 5.7—to—1.
them.
&
theGayandLesbianEmergencyFund
AIDS patients.
"One (act) is enough to cause my
in New York for victims ofanti—Gay
._ concern, especially on a college cam—
violence.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Walt
Whitman never saw himselfas a one—
man band, but as the first of a proces—
sion ofpoets steeped in the democratic
spirit. Several poets and writers re—
cently offered thoughts on him as the
nation commemorates the 100th an—
niversary of his death on March 26.

~

etry just changed, overnight. I
couldn‘t believe how powerful, how
original, how sexual, how complete
his poetry was. I realized that if Walt
was an American and a cosmos, so
was I. My life was set."
— Philip Levine, winner of the
1991 National Book Award for his
collection of poems, What Work Is.

London‘s Dramatic
American Discovery:
Angels in America
By Matt Wolf
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — This season‘s
most exciting new American play in
London is a 3 1/2—hour epic about
AIDS, Reaganism and a national
psyche which playwright Tony
Kushner diagnoses as very sick in—
deed.
"Angels in America" sounds an
alarm for a country on the verge of
exhaustion, its illness personified in
the demonic figure of Roy Cohn; the
New York lawyer and power broker
who died of AIDS in 1986.
"I like to make things hard for
myself," laughs Kushner, 35, whose
play, subtitled Millenium Approaches,
is actually the first part of a two—part
work, each half of which is meant to
stand on its own.
Millenium Approaches and its se—
quel, Perestroika, are expected to be
performed in tandem at the Mark
Taper Forum in Los Angeles later this
year in a separate American produc—
tion that would travel on to New York.
The play opened Jan. 23 at the
Royal National Theater‘s Cottesloe
auditorium where it is running in rep—
ertory with Sir Ian McKellen and
Antony Sher in a starry revival of
Anton Chekhov‘s Uncle Vanya.
That‘s pretty heady company for
a young dramatist‘s second play an
"incredible honor," Kushner says. But
the state—subsidized theater‘s artistic
director, Richard Eyre, thinks he‘s
more than capable of holding his own.
"I don‘t think good art needs any
special pleading," said Eyre, adamant
that Angels in America not be seen as
a token gesture to augment its Ameri—
can repertoire. "It‘s a major piece. ...
I don‘t know a play that makes you
think about your own nature in quite
that way."
Audiences clearly agree: the play
is attracting the same politically
aware, leftist public that supports the
work of such British writers as David
Hare (Plenty) and Caryl Churchill
(Serious Money) — two dramatists
Kushner admires.
In a telephone interview late in
rehearsals, Kushner was sounding like
the academic which, given his expe—
rience as a teacher and translator, he
partly is.
"The theater is more interesting
than any other art form," he said.
"It‘s the only non—musical perfor—
mance medium that is about words
and language mediated through bod— .
ies and action and present in a lim—
ited time. Film is not about that, TV

is not about that.
"People who want to go into the
theater have a very specific agenda.
It‘s the doubleness, the danger, the
paradox. It‘s the fact that all the
world‘s a stage and of course all the
world isn‘t a stage."
It‘s also, in his mind, about push—

—

ing the form to its limits. Whereas
many writers work in a naturalistic,
domestic realm, Kushner mixes fact
and fancy, history and fantasy, to tell
a story that is at once a rending ro—
mance and a blistering social indict—
ment.
Surreal, too: At the end ofpart one,
as the angel ofthe—title descends upon
the dying Prior Walter (Sean
Chapman), Walter makes the only
somewhat tongue—in—cheek comment,
"Very Steven Spielberg."
When it isn‘t invoking special ef—
fects and dream sequences, "Angels
in America" tells the poignant story
of two couples — one straight, one
Gay — caught up in a world in which
they find themselves "all scared in the
land of the free."
Prior and his lover, Louis (Marcus
D‘Amico), are torn apart by Prior‘s
discovery that he has AIDS, just as
the mentally unbalanced Harper (Fe—
licity Montagu) becomes estranged _
from her husband Joe (Nick Reding),
finding refuge in fantasy sequences
in Antarctica where she anticipates
starting to "mend."
The backdrop of Nick Ormerod‘s
_
set shows an American flag with a
giant crack through it.
Kushner said he was drawn to
write the play by a desire to weave
together such issues as AIDS, Mor—
monism and the collapse of secular
humanism as well as people such as
Roy Cohn and Ethel Rosenberg, who
— with her husband Julius — was
electrocuted on charges of spying in
1953.
Angels has arrived in London four
years after his first play, A Bright
Room Called Day, a drama about in—
cipient American fascism which
proved controversial in a subsequent
run off—Broadway at the Public The—
ater last winter.
Work away from the theater in—
cludes Strike!, a TV miniseries about
theNew YorkDaily News strike which
began Oct. 25,1990 and ended with
the late Robert Maxwell‘s purchase
of the paper the following March. The
teleplay, consisting ofthree 90—minute
episodes, will be aired as part of
American Playhouse on the Public
Broadcasting Service late next year.
He also has adapted Pierre
Corneille‘s 1636 comedy, L‘Illusion
Comique, as a screenplay, The Illu—
sion, for Universal Pictures.
"Im just having a ball on my little
laptop saying, ‘Anything I want can
happen,"‘ he said.
R
Was he surprised when he got the
commission? Kushner laughs out—
right: "I thought they were nuts; I was
also very broke at the time so I said,
(Yes‘ii’

"I‘m only here," he said, "because
I‘m not good enough to be a screen—

writer."
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Molly Ringwald Plays PLWA in ABC Movie
ByJerry BuckWriter
derstoodandsupportedthat.Theway
IShecouldbeme..
looked at it she could be any girl.
APTelevision
LOS "nerve—wracking,"
ANGELES (AP) —Molly
Al— "ButIdid feela
though
Ringwald
says(Person
herportrayal
ofreal—
life
PLWA
Living
with
AIDS)AllisonGertzinABCsSome—
thing toLiveForfulfilledapersonal
needtocombatthedeadlydisease.
"T‘dbeenwantingtodosomething
tohelpinthefightagainstAIDS,but
I"Ididn‘tknow
whatwouldbevery
to do," she good
said.
didn‘tthinkI
atraising funds,
since
Madonnaand
Elizabeth
Taylor
are
doing
a terrific
job.
I
wanted
todo
something
to in—
creasepublic
awareness."
The movie tells the story of a
youngartistwhocontractedAIDSas
ateen—agerinherfirstsexualencoun—
terwithaboyfriend.
‘"When
this t.script
camethatAIDS
along I
knew
thiswasi
Itshows
isspreadingrapidlyamongheterosexu—
not just a Gay problem and is
als," MissRingwald
said. "Young
people
are
very
vulnerable
becauseyet
they‘re
experimenting
sexually,
oftenTheactresssoughttolearnallshe
feelitcan‘taffectthem."
couldaboutMissGertzduringabrief
meeting
with herbefore filming be—
gan."Iprettymuchwantedtogetafix
—
onwhatthisgirlwasallabout,"Miss
Ringwaldsaid."Iwantedtoseehow
shetalked,howshedressed,whather
apartment
was like. I‘dneverplayed
arealpersonbefore.
"Thenwhen
IstartedtoplayherI
letitallgo.
I‘mnotanimpersonator.
Nomatterhowgoodan
actressIam,
Icouldn‘tbehercompletely.
Ali un—
spech respon31bility. It was nerve—wracking."
Something To Live For also stars
Lee Grant and Martin Landau as the
parents, Perry King as the boyfriend,
and Roxana Zal as a friend. Tom
McLoughlin directed from a screen—
play by Deborah Joy Le Vine.
Miss Gertz was infected at the age
of 16, but did not become aware of
the illness until she was 22.
Now 26 and living in New York
City, Miss Gertz was the subject of a
film distributed by the World Health
Organization and has established a
foundation called Love Heals. When
she is feeling well enough, the artist
lectures at high schools and colleges.
Miss Ringwald became interested
in the story when Miss Gertz‘s dia—
ries were submitted to a production
company the actress had at Colum—
bia Pictures. She didn‘t pursue it at
the time, but when a script for the
current movie was sent to her, she
accepted.
Miss Ringwald wanted the movie
to show all ofMiss Gertz‘s moods and
colors, from depressed and angry to
very positive.
"We did one scene where we tried
to emphasize safe sex yet be roman—
tic,"she said. ‘"We used two condoms.
I think it‘s important to show
condoms in a romantic scene."
Miss Ringwald has worked prima—
rily in feature films such as Sixteen
Candles, The Breakfast Club, Pretty
in Pink, Fresh Horses and Betsy‘s
Wedding. She has appeared in two
other television movies, Packin‘ It In

and Surviving.
The actress began her performing
career at age 9 with a role as an or—
phan child in the Los Angeles stage
production of Annie.
_. "I was singled out to audition for
the role of the featured orphan," she
said. "I was embarrassed at being
singled out and said I didn‘t know
how to tap dance."
After leaving Annie. at the age of
12, she was in the original cast ofTV‘s
Facts of Life, but the producers
dropped her after about nine episodes.
"That was the luckiest thing that
ever happened to me, although I didn‘t
think so at the time," she said. "I don‘t
want to commit that much time to one
project. But I‘ve always said I won‘t
turn down anything out of hand that‘s
really good."
Perhaps inspired by the fact that
her boyfriend is novelist and screen—
writer Mark Lindquist, Miss
Ringwald has taken up writing. They
wrote a screenplay together and she
has written a number of short stories.
""My short stories are for me," she
said. ‘"‘They‘re too personal for me to
think about publishing now. Besides,
I think it‘s weird when celebrities
publish a book. People read your book
for all the wrong reasons."
The screenplay they wrote is a ro—
mantic comedy with a part in it for
her.
""I absolutely wrote a part for me,"
she said. "I think of myself in all the
roles. Every time I read a script the
characters are so boring. I wanted to
write a screenplay where I liked all
the roles."
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~ CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE.Limit of30 words
{including addressorphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Please specify ifyou want to use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phone numbers and zip codes
arefree. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
a telephone number where you can be
reachedtoverify the ad. Ifyou wouldlike
a copy of the issue your ad appears in,
to
Announcements
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!
Starting with the May issue of TIN,
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—nm. Announcements
and classifieds mustbere—submittedeach
month, in writing, by the 15th of the
month
A Support Group is forming for Gay
Catholic Men andtheirFriends. CallMike
at 458—1530.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians who
are interested in coming together with
others of like heritage for support, call
(901) 725—4898.
. NorthAmericanBulletinBoardOperators
Assoc. (NABBOA). Lots ofmessage areas
and support for the Gay/Lesbian
community. Leave a private message to
the system operator requesting
membership to group 69. 794—0646.
NOW FORMING, Tennessee Valley
Rodeo Association, a non—profit
organization of and for the Lesbian and
Gay community, dedicated to promoting
and supporting the sport of rodeo in our
community,performing charitableduties,
and encourage member participation in
country—and—western related events and
activities. INTERESTED? Call (901)
274—0454.
Ole Miss Gay & Lesbian Support Group
meets Thursday evenings. For more
informationcall: (601) 234—8280 or (601)
234—4979 or write: Box2420 Umversxty,
MS 38677.
Wanted forYouthGroup: Gays, Lesbians,

me how youcan be "straight acting" when — hunk: 24—30, 510", and over, weight buyer. New homes built, homes to rent.
you‘re on your knees? Aunt Endora
proportionate, for escort/companion.
Affordable, fun, different. On the Trolley
Gary W. from J—Wag‘s—Is ittrue that you Reply with photo to: Boxholder, 4746
Line. Memphis‘ oldest neighborhood.
can still throw a good £——— with only 4 Spottswood,. Box 323, Memphis, TN
Financing options available. Call Russell
inches? Signed Mule.
38117.
Armstrong at 525—3044.
GWM, 23, very cute, veryhonest, smoker,
Bep & BrEAKFrAST
Proressronat Services
Roommates
works very hard for a living. I‘m so tired
Ozark Bed/Breakfast 5 wooded acres of
Quality furniture refinishing. Call
Roommate Wanted to share midtown —
ofthe
airheads
in
this
townjustoutfor
fun
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
David—278—2199.
house. $280/mo. All conveniences, incl.
resortformen & women. Hottub. Country and to fulfill the need, etc.! I‘m looking
cable, hot tub, etc. No drunks, nodmgs
Rear Estate
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow for that person who knows what life is all
Call 276—8161.
Greenlaw Historic District, Downtown
about.
If
interested
write
me!
No
games,
Ridge, Rt4 Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR
Memphis.
Homes
restored
for
qualified
no put—ons, no lost minded people! Very
72632, (501) 253—5283.
serious replies, please! I am seriously
EmproymENt
looking for someone for a long—lasting
Gay unemployed male wants a job
f* Meetings at Memphis Lambda Center,
1:1 relationship. Reply: Dept. D—09, Box
working for a Bi, Gay, or straight male in
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
these following areas: Memphis,
GWM, 27, honest, caring, loving, giving,
Millington, Munford, Atoka, Covington,
slightly over weight, 6‘, seeking anhonest,
and Ripley, TN. I‘m in good physical
caring, giving, loving long—term
shape and can dojust about anything. Has
relationship with 18—24 year old GWM.
many abilities. Willre—locateifnecessary.
Prefer slim and clean—shaven with similar
Does not judge on the basis of sexual
qualities and interests. Ifinterested, please
preference. If you are interested, please
write or come by: Michael T., 6039
write to: Louis, PO Box 63, Covington,
Summer Trace Apartments #206,
TN 38019.
Memphis, TN 38134.
It‘s a dirty job so let me do it for you. I‘ll
GWM, 30, 511", 180 lbs, seeks a
clean your house, apartment, or condo.
~ masculineprofessional orbusiness GWM
Affordable prices, professional service.
to work out with. Looking for an in—shape
References availableupon request. Ihave
man, 30—40. Dark hair and mustache a
reliable transportation. Call: 522—9346. _.
plus: My interests —include running, —
Massace Services
working out, and travel. Discretionamust.
Tuesday
CALIFORNIA MASSEUR
Photo and phone appreciated. Reply to
Thursday
Treat yourself to a relaxing,
P.O. Box 382424, Memphis, TN 38183—
rejuvenating massage from a highly
Into
The Light
2424.
trained and talented professional.
g
GWM, 59", 168#, br/bl, sincere, caring,
1/2 hours, by appointment, outcall only.
home—oriented, discreet. Seeks GWM,
Thursday
Gift certificates also available.
21—39 with similar qualities for dinners,
Sunday
10 movies, travel, conversation, friendship/
PrErsonaLs
1:1 relationship. Reply to: Box 38185,
Attractive, GWM, 30 seeks masculine, Memphis, TN 38183.
dominant top under 35 for discreet good Leland D. & Woofy—You‘re both tired.
Friday
times. Must be attractive, in good shape, The panties were much too large. I guess
andwell endowed. Lovemeninuniforms. Thaven‘t gained nearly as much weight as
discouraged)
Respond to: PO Box 12403, Memphis, you two top—40—brained DQ‘s in exile
Al-Anon
(Co-dependency
meeting)
TN 38182—0403.
have! Suck a pimple!—Love, Steve.
BALL GRABBIN‘ rough kinks craved Pitin. Yo te quiero mucho siempre.jfeliz —
Wednesday 6:30pm Discussion (Open)
by butch, hairy, 6‘1", ‘stached, cut, WM, dia! Metete en el campo o la. Amor
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
41, 200#, healthy. Seek intensive CBT— Esteban. Des pues la cama.
Saturday
6:30 pm Discussion (Open)
TT, tough, sweaty, WM, tats/boots/ VERY ATTRACTIVE GWM, 21,
leather/jockstraps, WS, mutual, safe. SEEKS SINCERE GWM, 18—25, for
| *Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
Pluses: uncut,pierced, insertions, raunch. friendship/possiblerelationship. Respond
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Reply to: Dept. R—01, Box 11485, to: PO Box 411, Collierville, TN 38027—
Step
meetings with a special outreach to the Gayand
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
%,
(A411.
Lesbian
community.
Dear Memphis Flyer lonely hearts: WM, 42, professional, financially
K Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)
Discreet I can understand. Someone tell comfortable, seeks handsome, masculine
bisexuals, and sympathetic heterosexuals
under the age of 30 wanted to share in
discussion group. Call for more
information: MGLCC at 276—4651 or Gay
Switchboard 728—4297.

Inch

241 N. Cleveland Street
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Monday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
(Last Saturday of month is birthday night with speaker.E.
Our Meeting (Alcoholics Anonymous) _
5:30pm Discussion (Open)
5:30pm Discussion (Open)

(Alcoholics Anonymous —Women Only)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but participa—
tion by other than alcoholics/ _
addicts

The Gay Memphis Resources Di—
rectory is printed as a public service,
and its listings are free. Agencies and
businesses listed herein have re—
quested to be listed, but have not been
charged.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd
E. #345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947
Lamar # 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
# 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center:
2432 Summer ® 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 1: 2857 Winchester
# 794—2997.
Tammy‘s#2: 2220EastBrooksRoad
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Road

# 7444513.
Tammy‘s#4: 5937 SummerAvenue
# 373—5670.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: FeministBook Store +930
South Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or
Office # 324—5314.
Lee‘s Carpet Care:Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates # 327—6165.
Professional Carpet Systems:
# 794—9937
%

COMMUNITY GROUPS _
Adult Children of Alcoholics
(ACOA): Memphis Lambda
Center # 276—7379.
Aid to End AIDS Committee
(ATEAC)—See Friends For
Life.
Al—Anon
(Co—dependency):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—
7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club —4372

Kerwin Drive, Memphis 38128.
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together
(BWMT): Box 42157, Memphis
38174—2157 = 323—6611.
Black Gay & Lesbian Alliance for
Dignity (B—GLAD): Box 1921,
Memphis 38101 = 327—0521 or
948—2345.
s
Brothers & SistersBowlingLeague:
1161 Poplar Ave #15, Memphis
38105.
— Catholic Gay Men‘s Support
Group: Information # 458—1530.
Catholic Lesbians: Faith at =324—
6949.
_:
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/
Lesbian SquareDance Club Meets
Thursdays, 7pmPrescottMemorial
Baptist Church, 499 Patterson #
387—1567 or 753—1507.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources
(Formerly ATEAC): HIV/AIDS
ServiceOrganization » Box40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 #458—
AIDS or 272—0855. —
Gay and Lesbian American
Indians:
7254898.
GayWomen‘s Social Group: Debbie
#272—0416.

Holy Trinity Community Church:
Sunday School: 9:45 AM, Worship
Service: Sundays at 11:00 AM,
6:30PM, Bible study: Wednesdays
at 7:00 PM + 2323 Monroe »
Mailing address: Box 41648,
Memphis, 38174—1648 = 726—
9443. _
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd
Tue., Dinner, 6:30PM,$3,Meeting
7:00 PM » c/o Calvary Episcopal
Church , 102 N 2nd, Memphis, TN
38103 # 726—9750.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—
7379 or 454—1414.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals:
Tuesdays, 7:30pm, Prescott
Memorial Baptist Church, 499
Patterson = 276—4045
Lesbians & Gay Persons Allied for
Liberty (LEGAL): Box 3038,
Memphis 38173—0038 # 728—
GAYS.
Loving Arms (Volunteers who
"love" and "hold" babies at the
Med): Shelia Tankersley # 393—
0983.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave,
Memphis 38104 # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center (MGLCC):
1665 Madison, Memphis 38104 —
Mailing address: Box 41074,
Memphis 38174 # 276—4651.
MemphisLambda Center: Meeting
place for 12—step recovery
programs * 241 N. Cleveland
{above United Paint Store),
— Memphis = 276—7379.
—
Memphis State University Students
for Gay & Lesbian Awareness
(GALA): GALA c/o Office of
Greek Affairs, MSU 38152.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box
11042, Memphis 38111—0042.
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
information: John Prowett, 1308
Jefferson, Memphis 38104—2012
,
= 272—2609.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box

41822, Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis
38174—0982 # 276—0282.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Our Meeting (AA): Memphis
Lambda Center = 276—7379 or
454—1414.
Parents & Friends ofLesbians And
— Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
Memphis 38187—2031 = 761—
1444.
Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis
Lambda Center #327—2447,276—
7379, or 454—1414.
Positive
Mental
Attitude
Association, Inc: Former
incarcerated drug users « 28 N.
Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis
38104 # 276—PMAA.
Riverboat Gamblers Motorcycle
Club: Box Box 40404, Memphis,
TN 38104 = 276—9939.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276-7379 or
454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis:
Country Western Dance Club #
452—2307.

Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Gay
Alliance (T—GALA): Bon4181
Nashville, TN 37202.
Tennessee
Valley
Rodeo
Association:
(Organizing)
Information % 274—0454.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP); For
information: John Prowett, 1308
Jefferson, Memphis 38104—2012
# 272—2609.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box
41082, Memphis 38174—1082.
Wings: Social Club » Box 41784,
Memphis 38174—1784.
Women of Leather: Box 41322

Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline:
# 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun.,
7Tpm—11:45pm.)
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard:
# 728—GAYS » 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
¢
Narcotics Anonymous: #276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
# 274—1477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: (617) 899—2212 (Sam—
2am, Mon. Sat.).

NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Apartment Club: 343 Madison
# 525—9491.
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison = 278—
4313.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook # 726—
4767.
G. Bellington Rumples: 1819
Madison # 725—0415.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—9872.
J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Oops: 1349 Autumn = 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon
# 272—1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
# 278—9321.

LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At
~ Law: 208 S. Heard Street,
Senatobia,MS 38668 = (601) 562—
8738.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Russell Armstrong, Developer,
COMPUTER BULLETIN
Law: 100 N. Main, Suite 3310,
LooneyDevelopments: 194Looney
BOARDS
Memphis 38103 # 525—0417.
Ave., Memphis 38107 # 525—3044.
North American Bulletin Board Kelly Stark, Attorney AtLaw: 1255 BillMalone, AffiliateBroker,Merkle
Operators Assoc. (NABBOA): .
Lynnfield Road # 521—9996.
and Associates: 2298 Germantown
# 794—0646 (Leave message Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At
Rd. So., Memphis 38138 # 755—
requesting membership to group
Law: 1903 Lincoln American
2200.
:
69).
Tower, 60 North Mid—America Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker,
The Personals: Gay computer
Mall,Memphis 38103 #527—3795.
Davies—Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper,
bulletin board » 300 or 1200 baud
Memphis 38104 = 2784380.
# 274—6713. (You must have a
MASSAGE SERVICES
computer and modem to access "Just the Right Touch":
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
this service.)
Therapeutic/Sports Massage by
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT
Two‘s Company: Gay computer
Appointment = 372—1841 or
THESE LOCATIONS
bulletin board and computer:
Beeper 762—3894 (7am—10pm).
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397
support. ‘‘Handles" accepted. 1200/ Tom Pitman: Rejuvenatingfull—body
Perkins Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
2400 baud. = 726—4073.
massage by appointment # 452— Memphis and Shelby County Public |
1875 or Beeper 575—1230.
Library: 1850Peabody#725—8800.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Craig von Graeler: Professional full ~—P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave
Becky Caperton, MS: Counseling
body massage by appointment.
\_ 274—9794.
>
Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960
Please call 10am—10pm # 278- SquashBlossomMarket: 1720Poplar
Knight Amold Rd, Suite 316,
9768.
# 7254823
Memphis 38118 # 369—6050.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326 &
/
counseling # 278—9554.
RichardN. Carr: Videoproductions,
1803 Union # 726—1622.
—
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union,
350N Montgomery, Memphis,TN
Memphis 38104 # 726—1284.
38104 # 278—0407.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
Counseling Service, 1835 Union,
Attention
#725—0521. _
Suite 101, Memphis 38104 # 726— Len Glosque: Carpentry# 276—0135.
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
Graffiti Graphics: 5709 Mt. Moriah,
Northeast Mental Health Center:
Memphis, TN 38115 # 795—2609.
Gay
# 382—3880.
Great American Cruises, Inc.:
Cruise Travel Agency, Sherman
and
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Perkins, 52 N. Second, Memphis
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial
38103 #525—5302.
Lesbian
Planner # 767—3661.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and
Antiques: 2613 Broad Avenue
Tax Service: 3340 Poplar Avenue
# 454—0386.
Business
#458—0152.
_>
Bob Hughes, MS: Yoga and
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
Relaxation Services«#=682—0855.
accounting services # 761—2980. Leatherworks: Leather shop, male
Owners
& female » 1264 Madison # 722—
8963.
FLORISTS
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison,
Memphis, TN 38104 # 278—2199.
Union Ave., Memphis 38104
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/
# 274—8103.
TN
or house sitting by competent,
Park East Florist: 6005 Park,
caring couple # 726—6198.
Memphis 38119 # 761—2980.
Directory
See—S: Portraits & photography
# 327—3760.
'
GRAPHICS
Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis, StarSearchVideo: 1411 PoplarAve.
Listings
# 272—STAR.
TN 38111—0485 # 454—1411.
AnnTaylor: Resumés,ad campaigns, Video Magic: 1529 Union, Memphis
38104 # 726—6344.
Are
letterhead, etc., Memphis, TN
_ 761—2980.
NEWSPAPERS / RADIO
Wildhare Graphics: 344 North
FREE
Watkins, Memphis, TN 38104 # Gay Alternative: Radio program,
Mon. 6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM90
278—8437.
Call 454—1411
* Box 41773, Memphis 38174.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
HELP & INFORMATION
for Information
newspaper published by Printers
LINES
Ink»
Box
11485,Memphis,38111—
AIDS Switchboard: # 455—AIDS.
Memphis 38127—1322.
Young & Proud: Mailing address:
Box 41074, Memphis 38174 #
276—4651.

0485 # 454—1411.
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MUCH

—

YOU

—WORTH?

‘Are you thinking of your material wealth?

Your investments? Probably.

Everyone would respond that way, at first.
Consider this: The minerals, such as copper and magnesium,
and other materials that make up a human being don‘t amount
;
to much. In scientific terms, your physical worth is probably around ten .
or fifteen dollars.
And your possessions add nothing to that value.
If you will, however, we‘d like to ask you to think in these terms:
your spiritual being is priceless. One man thought so much of us that
he gave his life, so we could be free.
That takes alot of love. —
‘To learn more about how really valuable you are, —
just come and listen to what He has to say. We are sure you‘ll like
knowing how much you are loved, and that you‘re worth more
than money can buy.

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH * 2323 MONROE AVENUE * MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104
901/726—9443 * SERVICES: SUNDAYS 9:45 A.M. 11:00 A.M. & 6:30 P.M. ° WEDNESDAYS 7:30 P.M.
OFFICE HOURS: TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS, AND FRIDAYS: 1 P.M. — 4 P.M.

